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ABSTRACT 

In this research the cylindrically guided wave inspection technique is proposed for 

detecting the anomalies in a pipe. Efficient inspection of pipelines for internal and 

external damages is a challenging task in the chemical and power industries where long 

pipelines are used and the pipes are coated by insulating materials. Under traditional 

methods insulation coatings are removed at selected places, then the pipe wall thickness 

at these spots is measured by ultrasonic U^ansducers. This is a time-consuming and 

expensive operation since the operation requires point-to-point examination. Guided 

wave ultrasonics, proposed in this research, is a much more efficient technique because 

by this technique long pipes can be inspected by removing insulation at only limited 

places. Detecting anomalies inside the pipe wall at a specific depth can be realized by 

correctly selecting a cylindrical guided wave and propagating that mode through the pipe. 

A new U:ansducer holder mechanism has been designed and fabricated for pipe inspection 

by cylindrical guided waves. A number of advanced coupling mechanisms developed 

recently for large plate and pipe inspection require the presence of a coupling fluid 

between the ultrasonic U^ansducer and the pipe or plate specimen. These mechanisms can 

be used for inspecting horizontal pipes and plates. Commercially available ultrasonic 

ttansducers have been used to generate compressional ultrasonic waves in the coupling 

medium. Those waves are converted to cylindrical guided waves in the pipe by the new 

coupling mechanism. The new coupling mechanism presented in this research uses solid 

material as the coupler and can be used equally well for inspecting horizontal as well as 
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inclined or vertical pipes. The new coupling mechanism has been designed to generate 

efficiently different guided wave modes in the pipe. Different kinds of anomalies in pipes 

have been successfully inspected. The preliminary results show that a number of Lamb 

modes when generated properly by the new coupling mechanism are very sensitive to 

pipe defects. These experimental results along with the new design of the coupling 

mechanism are presented in this dissertation. 



II 

I INTRODUCTION 

Over the past years, many incidents on gas and liquid pipelines have been 

investigated. The incidents investigated introduce a defect into a degradation mechanism 

of pipeline. The degradation of mechanisms that have been identified falls into the 

categories of mechanical damages, corrosion, environmental cracking, and original 

manufacturing defects. Therefore, the assessment of the integrity of a pipeline can be 

accomplished by assessing the defects that occur on the pipe. 

The detection and characterization of the extent of degradation of a pipe can be 

completed by either destructive or nondestructive techniques. The destructive technique 

most commonly used is hydrostatic testing which apply the pipeline to a high pressure 

level. This causes defects to fail, but provides no information about the remaining 

imperfections which might grow in service. 

NondesUiictive testing techniques can be applied either internally or externally. 

The external applications require access to the pipe surface, which limits the accessibility 

because most of pipelines are buried or coated. The inspection device can use sound 

waves to detect and measure corrosion and wall thinning as well as mechanical damages 

in virtually any insulated or non-insulated pipeline. 

The internal application of NDT equipment has been used by some industries for 

the inspection of various types of degradation. The problem with the internal inspection is 

that it either stops the pipeline operation or may pollute the medium transferred by 
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pipelines. It is necessary to develop a new inspection device to look for cracks and 

defects in pipes under the liquid-filled or immersed conditions with no loss in sensitivity. 

In addition, the most established non-destructive methods for inspecting pipeline 

are to use point-by-point techniques. Existing ultrasonic devices direct a beam of 

ultrasonic waves at a point in the pipe and look for changes in the reflected signal. In 

these cases, the coverage provided is about the size of the probe used that can vary from a 

quarter inch to about an inch. 

However, in most inspection situations, the pipes are part of a larger operating 

unit and are not readily accessible. For the oil industries the pipelines can be several 

thousand miles long. It makes point-by-point inspection process tedious, time consuming 

and prohibitively expensive. 

The concept of using cylindrically guided ulU-asonic waves for improved 

inspection efficiency has been around for several years. Guided waves can interrogate 

large areas from a single location. The multimode characteristic of guided waves makes 

them sensitive to different type of anomalies. However, the behavior of these waves is 

complex compared to the bulk waves currently used in inspection devices. Studying the 

behavior of guided ultrasonic waves is not straightforward. To better understand this 

technique, the wave propagation characteristics of the guided waves and the behavior of 

the guided waves as they interact with different types of defects must be known. 

1.1 NDT Needs for Pipeline Inspection 

Importance of the structural integrity of a pipeline starts with the production of 

the pipe and ends until the pipe is no long in use. Before a pipeline is put into operation, 
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destructive and nondestructive testing (NDT) have been used to assure integrity of the 

pipeline [52]. These testing techniques continue to be used when pipeline is in the 

service. 

1.1.1 Factors Causing Degradation of A Pipeline 

Two general categories of degradation cause loss of integrity of a pipeline in 

service. The two categories result from factors (1) external to the pipeline, and (2) 

associated with the environment of the pipeline [52]. The factors external to the pipeline 

that can result in loss of structural integrity are mechanical damage by outside forces, 

landslides, earthquakes and floods. The factors associated with the pipeline environment 

that commonly cause loss of structural integrity are internal and external corrosion, cyclic 

loading effects, stress corrosion cracking, sulfide-stress cracking, and hydrogen stress 

cracking. 

1.1.1.1 Corrosion 

Corrosion, both internal and external, is characterized by metal loss usually in the 

form of pitting. External corrosion is characterized by poor or missing external coating 

in a coated pipeline. Internal corrosion may be present when a corrosive component in 

the gas, solids or sludge, and water are present. 

1.1.1.2 Mechanical Damages 

Mechanical damages consist of dents, gouges, removed metals (Figure 1.1) and 

their combinations [26]. These occur from improper handling of the pipe, improper 

backfilling or running equipment too close to the pipe before it is backfilled. 



Figure 1.1 Three common types of mechanical damage defects. 
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Dents are characterized by distortion of the circumference of the pipe. A 

localized depression or deformation in the pipe's cylindrical geometry resulting from an 

applied force but without associated gouges. A simple dent cold works the area and 

includes residual stresses and strains along with permanent deformation. 

Gouges are a forceftil movement of metal in a local area on the surface of a pipe 

resulting in wall thinning and cold working of the pipe wall. The act of gouging will 

produce cold work (work harden) on the material and make it more susceptible to 

cracking or other deterioration. A simple gouge includes moved metal, cold-worked 

zones, residual stresses, and residual strains but no removed metal or denting. 

Removed Metals are the removal of metal from the pipe surface by an applied 

force. Often, the remaining area of damage has been cold worked. This defect 

component is similar to metal-loss corrosion, except for the associated cold working. 

1.1.1.3 Manufacturing Defects 

There are various kinds of manufacturing defects to result in failures of pipeline 

operation. One of the most common is a defect in the longitudinal seam of the pipe. 

Typically, these are crack-like in natuie extending in the axial and radial directions. 

1.1.2 Current Inspection Techniques 

There are a variety of inspection techniques for pipeline integrity. Selection of a 

particular inspection method depends on the defect type, the material to be used, the 

accessibility of the pipeline, and the economic factors. 
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1.1.2.1 Destructive Testing 

Hydrostatic testing is commonly used to qualify new pipelines for service. It is 

required in the U.S. by the Code of Federal Regulations [52]. Each new pipeline must be 

tested to minimum pressure level of 1.1 times its maximum allowable operating pressure. 

Testing with either gas or water in this marmer has proven to be a valuable means of 

assuring pipeline integrity at the outset of service. It is possible to reassure the integrity 

of an existing pipeline by retesting it to a satisfactory level in excess of its operating 

pressure. 

Hydrostatic testing demonstrates the integrity of a pipeline at the time it is applied 

because it causes defects to fail that might otherwise fail in service. Because all defects 

with failure pressure levels at or below the maximum test pressure will fail, those flaws 

which remain after test are too small to fail in service by a pressure margin equal to the 

difference between the test pressure and operating pressure. Larger the margin more 

effective is the test. However, the test pressure must not be so high as to grossly distort 

or destroy a good pipe. Hydrostatic testing finds all types of defects that are present and 

large enough to fail due to the primary stress in the hoop direction. 

The drawbacks of hydrostatic testing as a method for assuring pipeline integrity 

are many. First of all it is expensive. The pipeline must be taken out of service, so the 

operator suffers loss of its use for days or weeks. The flaws too small to fail will remain 

and may grow in size with time until the integrity of the pipeline is once more affected. 

The test only establishes the size of the just surviving flaws. The amount of time 

required for growing remaining flaws to once again affect the serviceability of the 
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pipeline is difficult to predict, a retesting may have to be finished at arbitrary safe 

intervals of time. Overpressure is not particularly effective for removing 

circumferentially oriented defects. Hydrostatic test leaks may be difficult and expensive 

to locate. In some cases environmental problems may also exist in handling and 

disposing the test water. 

1.1.2.2 Magnetic Flux Leakage 

The magnetic flux leakage (MFL) is one of the most widely used techniques. The 

MFL devices rely on magnetic field perturbations created by imperfections as the means 

of detecting the anomalies. The MFL device contains either a permanent magnet or a 

direct current electromagnet, which creates a longitudinally oriented flux field around the 

full circumference and throughout the wall thickness of the pipelines. As the tool moves 

along the pipeline, a flux field is imposed on the pipe wall. The flux is contained within 

the pipe wall, as long as it is free of imperfections. In presence of an external or internal 

surface defect however, a flux field lying outside the pipe wall is created. The distortion 

in the flux field induces an electric current in one or more groups of coils or detectors 

located between the poles of the magnet and arrayed around the circumference of the 

pipe. The resulting electrical signal and its location along the pipeline are recorded on 

magnetic tape for analysis. 

MFL inspection services are useftil primarily to locate corrosion caused metal 

loss, gouges, dents, buckles and hard spots in gas and liquid pipelines [26]. The MFL 

tools are particularly responsive to metal loss defects such as corrosion pitting or 

mechanical defects in which the defect is three-dimensional. These tools are not able to 
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reliably locate tight crack like defects, because such defects do not cause sufficient 

disturbance in the flux field. The response of the MFL methods to metal loss defects is 

highly depended upon the depth of the defect and less dependent upon the other 

dimensions of the defect. Pit and gouge with a sudden change in wall thickness are more 

easily detected than the one that changes the profile gradually. The MFL method is not 

capable of detecting crack-like imperfections. They have a proven capability for finding 

corrosion caused metal loss, gouges, dents, buckles and hard spots [26]. 

1.1.2.3 Eddy Current 

Eddy cunent methods have been developed to locate inside surface cracks in the 

longitudinal seam of a pipe (Pipetronix, Germany). It is also used to detect internal 

corrosion caused metal loss, but it is not commercially available [52]. 

In eddy current (EC) testing, a fundamental requirement is that the examined 

material has induced in it a disunbution of electric currents. This restricts the technique to 

only those materials that are electrically conductive. The electric current within the 

inspected material is formed in response to a changing electromagnetic field that is 

generated by a changing electric current in a conductor that is placed in close proximity 

to the material. These currents are constrained to the flow in closed loops within the 

inspected material, and generate magnetic fields. These fields, in combination with the 

fields that excite the currents, must be detected either by electromagnetic induction in a 

coil, or a system of coils, or by sensors such as the hall element [12]. In many cases the 

same coil is used for both exciting die circulatory (eddy) currents, and detecting their 

fields. 
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The eddy current inspection has numerous characteristics that make it the proper 

choice for many inspection tasks. Primary among these advantages is that mechanical 

contact is not required between the eddy current transducers and the test objects. Also 

the inspection depth can be controlled by adjusting the frequency of energizing current. 

The method has high sensitivity to small discontinuities. Dimensional measurements and 

electrical conductivity measurements can be made. Instrumentation for eddy current 

testing is relatively low cost for most applications, and the equipment can be automated 

for high speed testing. 

The eddy-current methods are capable of detecting only the near surface 

imperfections because eddy-current tends to be a surface or near surface phenomenon. 

The conventional eddy-current cannot be expected to reveal as much information about 

the external surface as it does about the internal surface if the inspection tools are 

designed to locate inside surface cracks [52]. 

1.1.2.4 Acoustic Emission Monitoring 

Acoustic Emission (AE) is a technique that can locate crack-like imperfections in 

pipelines without excavating them and preferably without taking them out of service. In 

principle, serious defects can be detected and located by AE monitoring using widely 

spaced sensors attached to the outside of the pipe. AE events are bursts of transient stress 

waves that propagate through a structure. They are generated by growing defects due to 

the release of elastic strain energy [52]. AE sources include defect blunting, defect 

growth and the fracture of brittle oxides. Generally, defects tend to emit significantly 

only when stress levels reach a point that they have not previously experienced. AE 
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stress waves can be detected remotely with appropriate piezoelectric transducers. The 

signals observed at multiple transducers can be analyzed to determine the presence of an 

AE source, its location and severity. An AE source is declared present when the signal at 

a transducer surpasses a preset threshold. The relative times of arrivals of the same AE 

event at the transducers that encompass the source can be used to determine the location 

of the source. Severity is assessed by the change in the rate of the AE events with respect 

to the change in loading (e.g., stress, pressure). AE monitoring technology has not 

evolved to a stage where it is considered highly reliable for pipeline monitoring [52]. 

1.1.2.5 Ultrasonic Testing 

The ultrasonic technology arises from its ability to measure wall thickness and to 

detect cracks. This represents an improvement over the conventional MFL methods in 

that the latter are capable of detecting only change in the wall thickness, not absolute wall 

thickness [52]. 

Ultrasonic inspection methods are based on the use of mechanical radiation in the 

form of pulses of low intensity stress waves. Such pulses can be generated by 

electromechanical devices (such as a piezoelectric crystal) and transmitted into the pipe 

via liquid or semi-solid couplants. The behavior of such pulses within the object depends 

on their frequency, mode of propagation, and acoustical characteristics of the object. 

The capability of propagating significant distances and the high sensitivity to 

discontinuous interfaces make ultrasonic technique a very useftil technology for the 

inspection of pipelines. Elastic Wave method is designed primarily to find axial stress 

corrosion cracks in large diameter natural gas pipelines. It is also capable of finding 
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external coating faults. It can use rolling contact transducers that do not require liquid 

film for adequate coupling. Hence, the method is readily applicable for gas pipeline 

inspection. 

1.1.2.6 Emerging Technology - Guided Wave Ultrasonics 

The current evaluation methods are not adequate. Based on the laboratory and 

field experience, it is evident that most methods are highly application specific. 

However, the advantages of these techniques are limited because most of them provide 

insufficient information to fully evaluate the condition of the pipelines and cannot be 

applied to the majority of existing pipelines. An ideal inspection method should be able 

to examine long ranges of the pipelines for corrosion and crack-like defects while 

performing the inspection from only a few locations of the pipeline that are easy to 

access. 

Ultrasonic testing using guided waves has the potential to satisfy these testing 

requirements. Guided waves are the general term for waves propagating in a waveguide 

[9]. They are different from the bulk ultrasonic waves in that they continue to interact 

with the boundary of the material in which they travel and require these boundaries to 

exist. The boundaries confine the waves and allow them to propagate over long 

distances, which makes them attractive for rapid, long screening of different systems. 

The details of guided waves will be described in the next chapter. 

1.2 Review of Literature in Guided Wave Inspection 

The general solution of harmonic wave propagation in an infinitely long elastic 

hollow cylinder was first given by Gazis [34,35] using elasticity theory in 1959. He used 
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the Helmholtz potentials for arbitrary values of the physical parameters involved to 

obtain a characteristic equation appropriate for the circular hollow cylinder. The 

displacement field is derived from a dilatational potential f and two equivoluminal ones 

gi and g3, all three of them are periodic in 0 and sinusoidal in z. When the number of 

waves (n) around the circumference and the longitudinal wave number (k) are both zero, 

i.e., for axially symmetric motion and infinite wavelength, the three potentials generate 

three uncoupled families of modes identified as plane strain extentional, plane strain 

shear and longitudinal shear modes, respectively. Axially symmetric waves, the limiting 

modes of infinite wavelength, and a special family of equivoluminal modes were derived 

and discussed as degenerate cases of the general equations. The results of a numerical 

evaluation of a characteristic equation were given. 

Also, Greenspon [40,41] studied the theory of elasticity independently and 

published some of the dispersion curves and displacement fields for a cylindrical shell. 

These papers give good insight into the behavior of thick cylindrical shells surrounded by 

water. He compared a number predictions from the approximate shell theories with that 

fi-om the exact theory. He suggested that the membrane theory of shells is accurate for 

predicting frequencies and displacement ratios of cylinders with appreciable thickness. A 

solution of the infinitely long thick cylindrical shells surrounded by water was given by 

coupling the three-dimensional elastic solution with the expression for the fluid pressure 

in cylindrical coordinates. However, for the very thick shell (with a ratio of inside radius 

to outside radius less than 0.5), only the exact theory shows the ftill characteristics of the 

displacement distribution. 
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Fitch [33] experimentally studied guided waves for delay-line applications. He 

reported the results of some experimental measurements of both axially symmetric and 

nonaxially symmetric longitudinal modes of propagation in hollow, circular cylinders and 

compared these measurements with the calculations of Gazis [34,35]. He indicated that 

the second longitudinal mode is useful in the case of the solid cylinder and strip for 

dispersive delay-line applications because of the approximately linear delay characteristic 

obtainable in the vicinity of the inflection point. An interesting comparison was made 

between the velocity characteristics for the second longitudinal mode and the 

corresponding mode in a strip for the axially symmetric case. This comparison showed 

good agreement between data for the strip and the hollow cylinder for ratios of wall 

thickness to mean radius up to 0.3. Hence, in this case one can assume that the hollow 

cylinder is equivalent to a strip without an edge. He also gave the observed first, second, 

third, and fifth nonaxially symmetric modes. His experiments of the first four axially 

symmetric longitudinal modes and four nonaxially symmetric modes in a hollow cylinder 

were in close agreement with the calculated values obtained by Gazis. 

Zemanek [112] presented a numerical analysis of the frequency equation 

describing wave propagation in an elastic cylinder. The dispersion curves corresponding 

to real, imaginary, and complex propagation constants for the symmetric and the first 

four asymmetric modes of propagation were given. An approximate theoretical solution 

to the problems of symmetric wave propagation in a semi-infinite elastic cylinder was 

obtained. He showed that the lowest longitudinal mode L(0,1) impinged on a traction 

fi-ee interface accompanying generation of higher order modes to cause a high amplitude 
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end resonance. In this paper, Zemanek for the first time introduced the symbols L(0,m), 

where m is an integer representing the order of the longitudinal symmetric modes. All of 

the antisymmetric modes were designated by the symbol F(n, m). The n corresponds to 

the number of waves around the circumference and m represents the order of modes. 

Silk and Bainton [103] investigated piezoelectric ultrasonic probes for access to 

the inside of the tube. Their e.\periments demonstrated the capability of detecting wall 

thinning defects using ultrasound. The work involved in investigating the basic problems 

of generating suitable ultrasonic waves, their propagation along the tube and their 

interaction with simulated defects. Silk and Bainton formally designated the notation for 

the classification of propagation modes in the tube as longitudinal axially symmetric 

modes L(0, m), torsional axially symmetric modes T(0, m) and Non axially symmetric 

modes F(n, m). They showed that the L(0,l) mode was generated with acceptable 

efficiency and a clear defect echo is observed together with the back wall echo by using 

this mode. The L(0,2) mode is less satisfactory both in terms of reflected amplitude and 

signal-to-acoustic-noise ratio. 

Brook et al. [16] demonstrated the feasibility of using cylindrical guided wave 

modes for the inspection of steam generator tubing by normal beam U-ansmission from 

the end of the tube. It is interesting to see that Silk and Bainton [103] used the L(0,l) 

mode, but Brook et al. used the L(0,2) mode. Brook et al. generated strong L(0,2) modes 

but a weak L(0,1) mode. L(0,1) mode corresponds to the Aq Lamb wave mode in a flat 

plate and L(0,2) corresponds to the SQ Lamb wave mode in a thin sheet like a piece of 

paper. This contradiction results firom different guided wave excitation methods. Brook 
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et al. excited guided waves from the cross-section of the tube end, while Silk and Bainton 

did it from the inside of the tube. These experiments showed the usefulness of guided 

waves in tubing inspection. 

Rose and coworkers [88,89] demonstrated a special probe design and 

development. This special probe can be used both as transmitter and receiver. It can be 

also used together in through transmission as a coupling check. Different experimental 

results were produced by careful control of the center frequency and frequency 

bandwidth. They introduced wave structure curves or mode shapes for steam generator 

tubing and discussed mode selection concepts considering the defect detection results. 

By comparing the echoes for two different modes L(0, 1) and L(0,2), they showed that 

the amplitude of mode L(0,1) is greatly reduced by the presence of water, while the 

amplitude of mode L(0,2) is not significantly affected. They concluded that the loss of 

amplitude is due to radiation of the ultrasonic energy from the tube to the surrounding 

liquid. The leaky energy amount is different for different modes because they have 

different vibration characteristics. In order to inspect water loaded tubes over large 

distances, it was suggested to select a mode which has a small radial component of 

particle velocity at the surface of the tube in contact with the liquid. 

Alleyne and Cawley [5] suggested the use of the fastest mode in a non dispersive 

region of the frequency range to use single modes and avoid the complexity of multiple 

mode propagation and mode conversions. They successfully applied this concept to pipe 

inspection by guided waves. They described a dry-coupled piezoelectric transducer 

system for the detection of corrosion in chemical plant pipework using cylindrical Lamb 
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waves. They carried out tests with the piezoelectric element bonded to the pipe and 

fabricated a simple transducer clamped to the pipe. An axisymmetric L(0,2) mode at a 

frequency of about 70 kHz was desired to efficiently interact with the pipe features such 

as welds, bends, support, and flanges. It required a high level of the consistency of the 

transducer and clamping condition in order to reduce the coherent noise level. For this 

experiment it is desirable to have a perfectly symmetric transducer system. 

Lowe et al [60, 83] developed a general propose computer program that can create 

dispersion curves for different systems. The program can handle both Cartesian and 

cylindrical coordinate systems. The basic technique used in this program is global matrix 

method. A review of different matrix methods used for modeling ultrasonic waves in 

multi-layered media is given in [60]. The dispersion curves provide the necessary 

information about the phase velocity, group velocity, attenuation, real wave number, and 

angle of incidence. It is a valuable tool for understanding the wave propagation 

characteristics in complex systems and thus improving ultrasonic testing applications. 

Kundu and Maslov [56,65] successfully used guided waves to investigate the 

defects in composite materials. They developed a set of ultrasonic nondestructive testing 

instrumentation and software. The guided waves were used to detect various anomalies 

in plates made of composite materials. Images generated by leaky Lamb waves were 

compared with conventional C-scan images. The results showed that the Lamb wave 

scanning technique is more effective for detecting some internal defects. For every leaky 

Lamb mode the stress field inside the plate varies significantly with depth. Hence, some 
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Lamb modes are very effective for detecting defects located in a region where the stress 

level is high. 

Ghosh and Kundu [37,38] developed a transducer holder mechanism for efficient 

generation and reception of Lamb waves in large plates. It used water coupling between 

the ultrasonic transducers and the specimen but no water tank was needed for immersing 

the entire specimen. The transducer can be rotated freely to have the desirable angle of 

strike for the incident beam. The advantage of this design is that it avoids multiply 

reflected signals between the receiver and the specimen. 

1.3 Overview of Dissertation 

In this dissertation, the propagation theory of guided waves in a hollow cylinder is 

introduced. Then, experiments using guided waves to detect the common defects in a 

pipe are carried out. 

Chapter 1 first analyzes the factors causing the degradation of a pipeline, then 

summarizes the capability and availability of e.xisting Nondestructive testing methods and 

indicates their limitations. Section 2 reviews the development of guided wave testing 

techniques. Some pioneering researchers and their contributions to nondestructive testing 

techniques using guided waves are shown. 

Chapter 2 discusses the characteristics of general ultrasonic wave propagation. 

This fundamental knowledge is required to understand the generation and propagation of 

the ultrasonic wave and its applications in Nondesttuctive testing. 

Starting from the simple reflection and refraction of bulk waves, guided wave 

propagation concepts are introduced. The typical guided wave, the Lamb wave and its 
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important dispersive property is demonstrated. The derivation of characteristic equation 

of guided waves in an isotropic hollow cylindrical pipe is presented. Solution of the 

characteristic equation gives the dispersion curves that are used for mode selection to 

optimize the testing technique. 

References for the above two chapters are listed after the present study chapter. 

Appendix A and B are two papers which demonstrate the applications of the 

guided waves for pipe inspection. The results show the sensitivity of guided wave modes 

to different defects. Effective guided wave modes are identified, a practical test device is 

proposed, and experimental results are explained. 
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2 PRESENT STUDY 

The methods, results, and conclusions of this study are presented in the papers 

appended to this dissertation. The following is a summary of the most important findings 

in these papers. 

Cylindrically guided waves are sensitive to pipe anomalies located between the 

transmitter and the receiver. These guided wave modes can be generated in a pipe by 

new coupling mechanisms. Two types of sensor design are explored in this research 

project. One is in the shape of a conical coupling fluid container where a transducer can 

free rotate inside. The other design for the coupler uses solid material and commercial 

ultrasonic transducers. Spherical outer surface of the new sensor with solid coupling 

allows transducers to be inclined relative to the pipe at desired angles. The transducers 

are mounted on the spherical outer surface and the pipe is press fitted against the 

cylindrical inner surface. The ultrasonic energy is transmitted into the pipe through the 

cylindrical inner surface. The conical surfaces prevent the diverging signals from 

reaching the pipe wall. The result of this study shows that transducers inclined at an 

angle produce much stronger guided waves in the pipe compared to those placed normal 

to the pipe wall. The correct inclination angle and frequency for producing a strong 

Lamb mode in the pipe can be determined experimentally or theoretically from the 

dispersion curves of the pipe. This investigation demonstrates that the Lamb modes near 

the high firequency asymptote of the dispersion curves generated by the transmitter 

inclined at a relatively larger angle are more sensitive to defects in comparison to the 
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flexural modes of higher phase velocity generated by the transmitter inclined at a 

relatively lower angle. Inspection with different types of anomalies shows that new 

sensor design can correctly detect common mechanical damages, corrosion, and pitting 

defects in pipes. 

2.1 Ultrasonic Testing Techniques 

2.1.1 Ultrasonic Waves 

Ultrasonic wave propagation requires the presence of a medium such as a fluid or 

a solid. Wave propagation is the vibration or periodic displacement of successive 

elements of the medium. These low energy vibrations can travel long distances in many 

liquid and solid materials. Higher ultrasonic frequencies, however, tend to attenuate 

rapidly in gases. 

Methods most often used to excite ultrasonic waves are electromechanical, such 

as piezoelectric crystals and magnetostrictive materials. Other high frequency generators 

include mechanical vibrators and high energy laser pulses. For flaw detection, numerous 

piezoelectric transducers that are available are very effective and reliable. 

The major types of ultrasonic waves are longitudinal, shear (transverse), surface, 

and guided waves. Most wave types are named according to relationships of particle 

motions relative to the direction of propagation of the ultrasonic waves. For longitudinal 

waves, the propagation and particle motion direction are the same. Since compressional 

and dilatational forces are involved, they are often called compressional or pressure 

waves. These waves can propagate in solids, liquids, and gases and are the most utilized 

wave mode for nondestructive testing of materials. Shear waves, on the other hand, have 
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particle motion transverse to the direction of propagation, that is, in a plane perpendicular 

to the direction of propagation. In some cases the designation SV and SH may be used 

for shear vertical and shear horizontal, respectively. Shear wave inspection is generally 

limited to solids, since the shear wave propagation in liquids occurs only in the very 

viscous types. 

Although several types of surface waves exist, Rayleigh wave is the one most 

frequently used in nondestructive testing. These waves have an elliptical particle motion 

in the vertical plane and normally travel undispersed on smooth surfaces. Surface 

roughness and sharp curves or currents can cause Rayleigh wave dispersion and 

reflection. There is no reflection and dispersion of Rayleigh waves around large, smooth 

comers. 

Plate waves or Lamb waves are generated in situations where two parallel 

surfaces exist. Lamb waves possess some characteristics that make them particularly 

useful for some specialized applications in NDT. As guided waves, they will U^avel 

within flat or mildly curved plates, giving a possible path of inspection to an otherwise 

inaccessible area. Lamb waves are typically used to detect a change in section thickness 

in plates and sheets. Lamb wave and guided wave properties will be discussed in detail 

in the following sections. 

2.1.2 Ultrasonic Transducers 

A number of methods can be used to generate ultrasonic waves. Different 

transducers are used for the ultrasonic testing. The most commonly used transducers 

include piezoelectric transducers, electromagnetic acoustic transducer (EMAT) and laser. 
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Piezoelectric transducers are the most common types. The piezoelectric effect 

occurs when an electric charge develops on the surfaces of a piezoelecUic element that is 

mechanically deformed. Conversely, an electric signal or voltage applied across the 

surfaces will cause deformation. Thus, deformation of a crystal at high frequencies 

generates ultrasonic vibrations that propagate as waves in the material when a suitable 

couplant is placed between the crystal and the material to be inspected. 

For most applications, the piezoelectric element is mounted in a protective 

housing that also provides for electrical connections, mechanical handling, and crystal 

backing material. Choice of backing material is very important because it affects 

transducer bandwidth and other operational parameters. More detail information about 

the transducers can be found from Silk [102], Krautkramer and Krautkramer [54]. 

Many types of piezoelectric elements are available. Conventional materials 

include lead zirconate titanate (PZT), lead metaniobate (PMN), and barium titanate 

(BaTi). In addition to conventional types, piezoelectric polymer and polymer-ceramic 

composite transducer elements have been developed. The polymer element can be made 

flexible to conform to the shape of testing articles. 

Piezoelectric transducers exist in many types, sizes, and shapes. Two basic types 

are immersion and contact [14]. The immersion transducers are often chosen for 

underwater thickness gaging. Because the facing material of an immersion transducer is 

not designed to resist wear, direct contact with the surface must be avoided. Contact 

transducers may be normal beam or angle beam types. Normal beam transducer elements 

can be selected to generate either longitudinal or shear waves. Angle beam transducers 
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are available having piezoelectric elements mounted at several different angles to 

facilitate longitudinal wave, shear wave, and surface wave testing. Transducers can be 

selected to generate an ultrasonic beam at a specific angle in a specific type of material, 

as governed by Snell's law. Typically, the incident wave is excited by the piezoelectric 

element in a clear, plastic wedge material. The plastic has a longitudinal wave speed 

lower than both the share and longitudinal wave speeds in most metals. The result is that 

both longitudinal and share waves can be excited in the test material at a variety of 

orientations. 

Electromagnetic and thermal methods of generating ultrasound are also useful. 

For electromagnetic transducers, a simple coil can be used to induce vibration in thin 

metal plates. Induced currents in the presence of a magnetic field will generate vibration 

in thicker metallic materials. Thermal pulses induced with a laser also may generate high 

frequency waves in materials. 

In pipe inspection, the EMAT (electromagnetic acoustic transducer) is being 

developed in two embodiments, one to detect cracks and one to measure wall thickness. 

An electromagnetic coupling concept makes physical contact between transducer and the 

pipe unnecessary. But they must be placed in virtual contact with the surface. The 

advantage of EMATs is that they can directly generate certain types of useful ultrasonic 

waves (i.e., horizontal shear waves), which is not possible with conventional ultrasonic 

transducers. The transducers also tend to be large compared to piezoelectric transducers 

and their output amplitude is in general lower. 
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Laser- induced ultrasound is based on the use of laser pulse to provide the driving 

energy for the generation of the ultrasonic pulse. These transducers can be used for 

noncontact generation and detection of ultrasonic waves but it is difficult to generate a 

single mode by laser. The equipment required for laser generation is bulky and must be 

isolated from extraneous vibration. 

2.1.3 Coupling 

Ultrasonic waves are attenuated very rapidly in air, especially at higher 

frequencies. Additionally, differences in the acoustic impedance of air and solid material 

cause most of ultrasonic energy to be reflected at the surface of the solid rather than 

propagating in it. Consequently, a liquid couplant or direct transducer contact is required 

to couple the ultrasonic energy into solid materials. Liquid couplants may be in a tank 

where the test object is immersed, or a stream of water can be used to provide a sound 

path to test large objects and structures. When direct coupling is used, some oil, grease, 

or other viscous material is placed between the transducer and test object. The most 

important aspects of coupling acoustic energy into a medium are the uniformity or 

repeatability of the energy transfer and the percentage of the incident energy that is 

transferred. The acoustic impedance relationships of two mediums determine the 

percentage of incident ultrasonic energy that is reflected from the boundary and how 

much is transmitted through the boundary. Thus, a proper choice of coupling medium 

can increase the energy/ transfer in immersion testing. The following are the three 

required properties for a coupling material: 

(1) provides positive acoustic coupling for reliable testing, 
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(2) can be easily applied and does not run off the surface too quickly, 

(3) is free of contaminants and is not corrosive, toxic, flammable or otherwise 

hazardous or polluting. 

2.1.4 Attenuation of Ultrasonic Waves 

Excessive attenuation in some materials can severely limit the use of ulu-asonic 

waves for flaw detection. Positive aspects of ultrasonic attenuation include the 

nondestructive determination of certain material conditions or properties such as grain 

structure and intergranular stress corrosion cracking. 

Major causes of attenuation include scattering, absorption, and geometry factors. 

Scattering in metallic materials can be attributed to very small discontinuities, such as 

precipitates, and larger areas, such as grain boundaries. Dislocation along with magnetic 

and thermoelastic damping are major types of absorption mechanisms. Geometry factors 

include diffraction, beam spreading, and coupling losses. Attenuation must be considered 

when the material is highly attenuative and critical flaw sizes are rather small. In these 

cases, attenuation measurements are usually carried out for verification of material 

uniformity and for assurance that small flaws are not being masked by excessively high 

attenuation. 

2.1.5 Test Frequency and Wave Mode Selection 

Test frequency considerations often dictate the inspection technique required. For 

example, some composite materials attenuate high frequency sound so rapidly that very 

low ultrasonic or even high audible frequencies must be used to obtain adequate 

propagation. 
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Most commonly used flaw detection frequencies can be divided into two broad 

categories. The range of 1 to 10 MHz is used for most of the flaw detection and 

evaluation work. The range below 1 MHz and above the audible sound frequency (20 

kHz) is suitable for inspecting wood, concrete, and large grain metals. 

In general, the highest frequency that provides adequate material penetration 

without excessive attenuation should be used, since the higher frequencies are more 

sensitive to small flaws and give better near surface flaw resolution. However, when 

only large flaws must be detected, use of lower test frequencies avoids the appearance of 

many unnecessary reflections on the oscilloscope or flaw detector screen. Longitudinal 

waves are necessary when ultrasonic immersion testing is required, since shear waves do 

not propagate in water and other low viscosity fluids. 

2.1.6 Ultrasonic Testing Methods 

Ultrasonic waves can be transmitted through solids over distances of several 

meters or dozens of meters in the guided wave form. Discontinuities or defects cause 

scattering and reflection of the waves, and the detection of the reflected or transmitted 

waves permits the defect to be located. The general ultrasonic testing arrangements of 

the various methods are illustrated in Figure 2.1. The arrangement can use one 

transducer only, as in the pulse-echo method in Figure 2.1(a), or two transducers as in the 

through-transmission method 2.1(b) and the pitch-catch method 2.1(c). 

2.1.6.1 Pulse-Echo Inspection 

The pulse echo method is used extensively. A transducer touches the siuface of 

the specimen through a coupling material, sending a pulse of ultrasonic waves traveling 
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through the medium. The specimen can be immersed in water, with the probe immersed 

as well. The pulse is reflected by a discontinuity or from the rear surface and is detected 

by the same transducer. The time required for the pulse to travel out and back can be 

displayed on an oscilloscope, and it is common to use regular train of ultrasonic pulses so 

that the oscilloscope signal is more easily observed. 

The presence of a flaw gives rise to a signal earlier than that from the rear surface. 

In the illusU-ation of Figure 2.1 (a), suppose that the rear surface gives rise to a signal at 

50 us on the oscilloscope, if the wave velocity in the specimen is 6 km/s, the thickness of 

the specimen is 50 //s x 6 km/s x 0.5 = 150mm (time x velocity/2 because the signal 

travels back and forth in the specimen), Hence, a flaw corresponding to the signal at 20 

fjs will be located at 60 mm. 

2.1.6.2 Through-Transmission Inspection 

The through-transmission technique uses two transducers located on opposite 

sides of the test object. One transducer acts as transmitter and the other transducer is 

aligned to receive the ultrasonic signal from the other transducer. The transducer can be 

in contact with the material or the test object can be immersed in liquid couplant. 

Because of the directivity pattern of the transducers, the two transducers must be exactly 

aligned so that receiving transducer receives the maximum amount of sound energy. 

Otherwise, an incorrect measurement of velocity or signal amplitude is taken. The 

impedance and frequency characteristics of the two transducers must be exactly same. 

Through transmission can be used for discontinuity detection or for material 

characterization and for thickness measurement, especially in materials that are thick and 
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Figure 2.1 Ultrasonic wave nondestructive testing arrangements, (a) Pulse-echo 
inspection (b) Through-transmission inspection (c) Pitch-catch inspection. Note: T, 
transmitter transducer; R, receiver transducer; T/R, transmitter and receiver transducer. 
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highly attenuative or very thin. The usual test setup requires aligning the two transducers 

and then moving them simultaneously relative to the specimen or moving the specimen 

while keeping the aligned transducers stationary. When a discontinuity or a change in a 

material's composition is encountered, the signal amplitude changes because the 

ultrasonic beam is reflected, scattered or obscured by the discontinuity. 

However, through-transmission is unable to distinguish between voids and 

delaminations because the attenuation characteristics of the two discontinuities are 

identical. Also the location of a discontinuity in the thickness direction of the material 

carmot be determined using through-transmission tests. If the thickness is known, the 

ultrasonic signal's time of arrival can be used to calculate the velocity and this can then 

be used to characterize the acoustic impedance of the material. Changes in the acoustic 

impedance represent changes in the composition of the test material. 

Through-transmission inspection requires access to both sides of the specimen, 

while back reflection method can be used when access is restricted to one side of the 

specimen only. The through-transmission method is used when small defects are present 

that do not give adequate reflection signals in the pulse-echo mode. The transmission 

signal is reduced in intensity if a number of small defects are present. The transmission 

testing is quite common and is often used for thin sheet metals where pulse-echo testing 

is impractical due to the dead zone effect. It is also used for the inspection of composite 

for large flaws. 
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2.1.6.3 Pitch-Catch Inspection 

In the pitch-catch arrangement where reflection from the far side of the specimen, 

or from flaws within the specimen, are picked up by a second transducer, as shown in 

Figure 2.1 (c). This method of angular transmission permits the selection of modes. 

When pulse technique is used, an oscilloscope is required to detect the time as well as 

amplitude of the traveling pulse. 

The pitch and catch technique is an ultrasonic test with transmitting and receiving 

transducers where the path of the ultrasonic beam is not a straight line but follows a more 

complex path (the beam is reflected one or more times before reaching the receiver). The 

transducers may be on the same surface of the test object with the sound beam bouncing 

off reflecting surfaces. When the component geometry does not allow a reflection 

between sender and receiver, the transducers may be located on different surfaces. The 

transducers must be precisely aligned, usually connected by a fi.xture or holder. Objects 

free of discontinuities produce a good reflection. An anomaly is detected when the beam 

is obscured and no reflection signal is received. 

2.2 Wave Propagation in Solid Media 

2.2.1 Reflection and Refraction of Bulk Waves at Interfaces 

The reflection and refraction behavior of the wave at an interface plays an 

important role in uittasonic investigations. This effect determines the presence of a flaw 

or other anomaly, and also directs the wave in the intended direction. 
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2.2.1.1 Normal Incidence 

Consider a plane interface between two media. The densities and wave speeds of 

the two media are pi, vi, and pi, vi, respectively. A plane harmonic wave pi having a 

known pressure amplitude Pj strikes the interface at normal incidence (Figure 2.2). 

pi, Vi 

Pr 

P2, V2 

Pt 

x = o 

Figure 2.2 Plane normal incident, reflected, and transmitted waves at an interface. 

The part of the incident wave is reflected back to medium 1 and part of it is 

transmitted (refracted) into medium 2. Since the reflected wave is traveling in the 

negative x direction and the transmitted wave is traveling in the positive x direction, 

pressure in these waves and the incident wave can be written as: 

p,=P, exp(/.t,.r -/6V) (2.1) 

exp(-/A:,.v - iwt)  (2.2) 

p,  = P, exp(/^,.r - im) (2.3) 
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where pressure amplitudes Pr and Pc are unknowns. At the interface both pressure and 

normal component of the velocity must be continuous, so that on x = 0, 

P,+Pr  =  P ,  (2-4) 

_ L ^  +  _ L ^  =  — ( 2 . 5 )  
icop^ dx icop^ dx icop^ dx 

The above equations can be expressed in terms of the amplitudes. 

P. + Pr-P, (2.6) 

p jJlL jh. (2.7) 

P\ PI Pi 

Solving the two equations simultaneously, 

T = — (2.8) 
' P. +AV, 

= (2.9) 
'  P ,  P l^ l+P lVz  

Where Tp and Rp are the transmission and reflection coefficients. 

The transmission and reflection coefficients are functions of quantities p and v 

only. The product of p and v are called acoustic impedance Z, Z = pv. So the Tp and Rp 

in terms of Z are given: 

(211) 
Z, + Z-, 
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2.2.1.2 Oblique Incidence 

Wave transmission and reflection at oblique incidence is of considerable 

importance in ultrasonic inspection. Fluid-solid and solid-solid interfaces can be 

encountered in the laboratory experiments and field applications. 

2.2.1.2.1 Reflection and Refraction at A Fluid-Solid Interface 

A typical fluid-solid interface is shown in Figure 2.3. Here, the incident pressure 

wave, traveling at speed Vpi in the medium I, strikes the boundary at an incident angle. 

To satisfy the interface boundary conditions, this incident P-vvave produces both 

transmitted P- and S-waves. So the mode conversion happens. If the plane of the 

incidence is in x-y plane, then the problem is two dimensional, the waves in the elastic 

solid can be described by the scalar potential and one component of the vector potential. 

Thus, incident, reflected and transmitted waves can be expressed as: 

p,=P, exp[/^p,( .vsin^p,  + ycos (2.12) 

p, = P, exp[//rp, (.Vsin cos - icDt] (2.13) 

= A, exp[ikpj(xs 'm9p2 + y coscot]  (2.14) 

(p,  = B, exp[/^,, (.Vsin + y cos 0,,) - (2.15) 

Where 

(2.16) 

The interface condition at y = 0, 

(",.)l =("y)2 (2.17) 



Figure 2.3 Reflection and Refraction of a plane pressure wave obliquely incident on a 
fluid-solid interface. 
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(<T,,),=(cr,,), (2.18) 

K):=0 (2.19) 

For the solid, the vertical displacement Uy, stresses are given in terms of potentials by, 

(2-20) 
ay OX 

(2.21) 
V",: or" oxoy 

, , 2 r-. ^'<P /") ION 

For the fluid, 

(2.23) 
po)' ay 

(CT,j.), =-(p,+p,) (2.24) 

To satisfy the interface condition, all phase terms must match. There 

sin^^i _ sin^^, _ sin^,. 

V,,1 V ,̂, V,. 

This equation is called the generalized Snell's law. 

(2.25) 

From the generalized Snell's law, it follows that two critical angles exist in the 

solid medium. As the incident angle is increased, the first critical angle is reached, where 

the transmitted longitudinal wave becomes parallel to the interface. 

For the first critical angle, set 9^-,_ equal to 90°, then the angle of incidence in 

medium 1 is, 
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(0„), =sin-'(-^) (2.26) 

A second critical angle occurs when the transmitted shear wave becomes parallel 

to the interface. The second critical angle is then given by 

=sin-'(-^) 
V.v2 

(2.27) 

Between the critical angles only shear waves are generated. Beyond the second 

critical angle surface waves become the dominant form of energy propagation. Thus, the 

mode of propagation can be selected by choosing the angle of incidence. 

Substitute the equation into the interface conditions to obtain a set of linear 

equations for the unknown wave amplitudes in the matrix form: 

cos6Ip^v^^o)-  cosO^Jv^,  

1 - p^o)'cos26^^_ pi6;~sin20,, 

0 sinlOpj/v'pi cos0,2/VV,2 

Pr 
A, 
B.  

COSe^.PJ P{V^^Q}-

-P, 
0 

Let 

where 

A = A, + AJ 

A, =COS0„J pi 

/7,V,C0S^^, , 
A-, =— ^(COS 2Y,-, + 

The reflection and transmission ratios: 

P. a.+A, 

v'v2 sin 20,2 sin 20^,^ 
T ) 

V>2 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 
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A, 2v^,cosg^,cos2g, ,  

B,  _ -2v^2Cos^^, sin2^,, 

^ AV;„<y'A 

2.2.1.2.2 Reflection and Refraction at A Solid-Solid Interface 

In NDT testing, for generating oblique incidence, a P-wave transducer can be 

placed at an angle on a solid wedge as shown in Figure 2.4. The wedge is kept in contact 

with the tested solid through a thin layer of fluid couplant. The setup here can be 

considered as a planar interface between two solids and the thickness of the fluid 

couplant can be neglected. Shear stress at the interface is assumed to vanish. Incident, 

reflected, and transmitted waves at the interface for this case are shown in Figure 2.5. 

Waves in terms of potentials ^ and v|/ are expressed as, 

( f>,  = A, Qxp[ik^^ixsme^^+ycose^^)-iQ}l)  (2.35) 

<f>^ = A^ exp[/^^, (.t sin cos ) - icot) (2.36) 

\l/^ = exp[/^ , , , (A 'sin0,| + >'cos0,,) -  icot)  (2.37) 

(p, = A, exp[//t^, (.vsin 0^,  + y cos 9^,) - icot)  (2.38) 

I f f ,  =  B ,  exp[/A:,, (x sin 9^^ + y ^<2) ~ '^0 (2-39) 

Boundary conditions at y = 0 are: 

(",),= (",)2 (2-40) 

K>)i=K>)2 



P-wave transducer 

Figure 2.4 An angle beam transducer. 
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pi, Vpi,V, 

Figure 2.5 Incident, reflected, and transmitted waves at a solid-solid interface. 

I 
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Kv), =0 (2.42) 

K ) 2 = 0  (2.43) 

Applying the boundary conditions and phase matching of all terms at the 

boundary the generalized Snell's law for this case is obtained. 

When the incident angle is smaller than the first critical angle, both transmitted 

compressional and shear waves are present. If only a transmitted shear wave is required 

for NDT, the incident angle is chosen to exceed the first critical angle but not the second 

critical angle. Beyond the second critical angle if the transducer is inclined at Rayleigh 

angle then the Rayleigh (surface) waves are generated. 

Equations for the amplitudes in matrix form are 

cos9^^/Vp^ cos^^,/Vp, -sin0,,/v,, sin0,,/v„ 1 p/ 

cos 20,, -p,cos20,,/y!7, P\ sin20,, A, 

-s\n26p^ l v - p \  0  0  c o s 2 0 j , / v ^ v i  B, 

0 sin 20^2/v"/,2 cos26',t/v'v2 0 

sin0^1 _ sing,, _ sin^^, _ sin^,. 
(2.44) 

V, V 
p-

V, 

COS0^,4/V^, 

-COS 20,,/!, 

-sinldp^Ajv'pi 

0 

(2.45) 

Defining A = A, + A,, where 

A, = —(COS" 20,, + 

A 
(2.46) 
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v.cos0„, , ^ v^isin2^.,sin20„, 
A, = f-(cos^ ii) (2.47) 

V^^COS^P, V>| 

The solutions for reflection and transmission amplitude ratios are 

4 _ 2 cos 20,.I cos 20,2 

A 

4 _ A, - A| 

A, A, + A, 

B, -2v^ sin 20p, cos 20,1 

A V^2"^ 

5, _ - 2v-,i sin 20p J cos 20,, 

A 

(2.48) 

(2.49) 

(2.50) 

(2.51) 

2.3 Guided Wave Ultrasonics 

2.3.1 Concept of Guided Waves 

Ultrasonic inspection as a quality control tool has become quite popular and 

effective in thickness measurement, flaw detection, and material characterization. Most 

systems utilize transducers which generate longitudinal and/or shear waves. These 

systems are very effective for detecting anomalies along the sound path. However, the 

sound path traverses only a small portion of the volume of the specimen; hence, the 

transducer has to move mechanically to scan and interrogate the entire volume. This is 

time consuming, and if done improperly, can miss areas. An alternate inspection method, 

guided waves may be more suitable in those situations involving inspection of sheets and 
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tubular materials. Guided waves are waves whose propagation characteristics depend on 

the structural boundaries such as those in plates, tubes, rods, and embedded layers. 

If the transducer is positioned at an angle relative to the plate, and the frequency 

of the signal is adjusted properly then the reflected and refracted energy within the plate 

will constructively interfere, thereby launching the plate wave. Because these waves 

penetrate the entire thickness of the plate and propagate parallel to the surface, a large 

portion of the material can be interrogated from a single transducer location. 

The most common modes of guided waves are Lamb wave modes that propagate in 

plates. A plate can be described as a structure having two parallel surfaces separated by a 

thickness d. Other boundaries in the length and width directions are far apart and do not 

affect the wave propagation. The propagation characteristics are functions of the 

excitation frequency and the plate thickness d. 

To identify the presence of the defects, the wave propagation characteristics of the 

guided waves and the behavior of the guided waves must be known. However, studying 

the behavior of guided waves is not as straight forward as the study of the ultrasonic bulk 

waves. There are an infinite number of guided wave modes that can exist in a finite 

structure, in contrast to the two bulk waves (longitudinal and shear) that can exist in a 

boundless material. 

Every guided wave mode has a particular wave structure or mode shape. The 

mode shape describes the distribution of particle motion through the thickness of the 

layer. Some modes have large particle motion amplitudes near the surface while others 

have more intense motion near the middle of the layer. These motions are combinations 
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of displacements perpendicular and parallel to the surface of the layer. When multiple 

layers exist, the mode shape can become more complex. The mode shape determines the 

sensitivity of the particular mode to a particular flaw type. Different modes have 

different regions of sensitivity through the thickness of the material. Selection of the 

appropriate mode is very important for inspection optimization. It may be possible to 

perform an inspection using only a single mode. In that case the use of narrowband 

transducers to limit the number of generated modes is appropriate. If more information is 

required in the reflector classification process, then a multimode test may be more 

desirable. Multimode guided wave testing requires broad band transducers to yield 

additional information in more complex test conditions. 

Ultrasonic pulses of finite width are composed of a number of frequencies, each 

frequency component in the excited pulse travel with a different phase velocity. Thus a 

group of pulses travels as a group with a group velocity that is different from the phase 

velocity. 

Guided waves have energy flow mainly along the direction of the guiding 

configuration, or waveguide. For analyzing the waveguide problems one needs to find 

solutions to the field equations subjected to the boundary conditions associated with the 

waveguide geometry. Every waveguide structure is capable of supporting an infinite 

number of different guided wave solutions, called waveguide modes, each with a 

different propagation constant and a different field distribution. 
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2.3.2 Guided Waves in Plate - Lamb Waves 

Lamb waves posses some properties that make them particularly attractive for 

specialized NDT applications. To better understand the propagation of guided waves in 

pipes, it is also necessary to leam the characteristics of Lamb wave propagation in plates 

because when the ratio of the inner radius of a pipe to its thickness is large then the pipe 

response approaches a plate response. As guided waves, Lamb waves can travel within 

flat or mildly curved plates, giving a possible way of inspecting an otherwise inaccessible 

region. 

Lamb waves are two-dimensional elastic stress waves that propagate in a solid 

elastic plate of finite thickness. They form interference of multiple reflections and mode 

conversion of longitudinal and shear waves at free surfaces of the plate. These waves are 

harmonic waves guided by the plate surface-boundary which acts as a waveguide. They 

propagate dispersively in the plane of the plate through the entire cross-sectional area. 

Assume that a plate has thickness 2h, and its surfaces, at y = +h, and y = -h, are 

free from traction (Figure 2.6). The stress boundary conditions are 

(2.52) 

The potential are assumed as 

(f) (.v,y) = [/lsinh(7,>') + 5cosh(7, v)]e'''' (2.53) 

v) = [C sinh(72y) + Dcos\\.{T]^y)\e''" (2.54) 

Where k is the unknown real wave number, 

(2.55) 
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(b) Antisymmetric Motion 

Figure 2.6 Guided waves in a homogenous plate. 
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Q) is a real constant, called the circular frequency, and Vph is the phase velocity of Lamb 

waves. T]^ and 7, are constants 

n, = ̂ k'-k'-, i - 1 , 2  (2.56) 

Cj (j = 1,2) are the longitudinal and shear waves velocities in the testing material, kj 

are corresponding wave numbers. The stress components can be expressed in terms of 

the wave potentials, 

CT,, = + 2^// „ + ^,V) (2-57) 

= (2.58) 

where n is the Lame's second constant or shear modulus. 

The application of the boundary conditions leads to the following transcendental 

equations. 

For symmetrical modes: 

tanh(r^,h) ^ ^2.593) 

tanh(7,/j) 

and for antisymmetrical modes: 

tanh(;7,;t)^ U\r]i 0.5%) 

tanh(;72/?) (2k'-k^)' 

Where the wave number k and the phase velocity Vph (see Equation 2.55) are the roots of 

Equations (2.59). 

The dispersion curves illustrated in Figure 2.7(a) are phase velocity dispersion 

curves for an aluminum plate whose material properties were taken as Vi = 6.37 km/s, V2 
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= 3.16 km/s and the mass density p = 2,700 kg/m^. They are useful for experimental 

generation of Lamb wave modes and for mode selection. The other dispersion curves 

illustrated in Figure 2.7(b) are group velocity dispersion curves for the same aluminum 

plate and are useful for mode identification and defect location. The group velocity 

dispersion curves can be calculated from the formula: 

K, = ^ (2.60) 
dk 

In Figure 2.7(a) each continuous curve represents a guided wave mode which can 

be produced in the inspected specimen. Selecting modes for a certain application or 

defects tj^je, require analysis of their wave structures. For example, it was noticed that 

the out-of-plane displacements are very sensitive for surface and interface defects where 

ultrasonic power is concenU-ated on the surface. Each mode from the dispersion curves 

has its own characteristic field distribution. These can be calculated for each point on the 

dispersion curve of each mode to determine which points on the dispersion curves are 

most sensitive to a specific defect. 

A plate can support a number of these waves. For a given plate thickness d and 

acoustic frequency f there exists a finite number of propagation modes specified by their 

wave number k or phase velocity Vph. This finite number of modes, with permissible 

phase velocities, wavenumbers and group velocities is a complete description of 

propagation characteristics for an isotropic, linear elastic, homogeneous solid plate. The 

dispersion curves show the plate mode phase velocity (Figure 2.7a), and group velocity 

(Figure 2.7b) as a function of the frequency-thickness product. Each curve 
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(a) Phase velocity dispersion cur\'es (b) Group velocity dispersion curves 

Figure 2.7 Dispersion curves for an aluminum plate with thickness d. 

represents a specific normal mode designated as Ao, So, Ai, S| etc.... where A, denote 

antisymmetric and Sj symmetric modes, respectively. 

2.3.2.1 Lamb Wave Excitation 

There are various methods and techniques for the excitation of ultrasonic Lamb 

waves. It is convenient to recognize two general categories of excitation: 

(1) excitation with perturbations on the surface of the plate (with piezoelectric probes in 

general). 
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(2) excitation with perturbation inside the plate (with EMATs and laser probes). 

The first category is most widely employed for the excitation of ultrasonic Lamb 

waves. They use broadband excitation and all possible modes for given frequency are 

excited at the same time. Lamb waves can also be generated in a given structure by 

resonance methods. One of the most well known is the coincidence technique of 

excitation. It is based on the conversion of longitudinal wave propagation in an angled 

wedge on the structure/plate in the contact mode or an ultrasonic beam at oblique 

incidence in the immersion mode into ultrasonic Lamb waves with sinusoidal distribution 

of penurbation in a plate (Figure 2.8b). 

«) b) 

•<-> 
2B 

X 

Figure 2.8 Schematic representation of angle wedge excitation 

The coincidence principle requires an incidence angle (Figure 2.8a) for the 

excitation of a given phase velocity in the plate. This incidence angle is determined by 

using Snell's law and phase velocity from the dispersion diagrams (Figure 2.7a). 
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0 = sin-'(-^) 
V„/ ph 

(2.61) 

where V i is longitudinal wave speed in the wedge, Vph is the calculated phase velocity of 

the desired mode. 

This generation technique is controlled by the angle of incidence and the 

frequency of excitation; to excite different modes at a given point on the dispersion 

curves one needs to adjust the angle of incidence and the excitation frequency. 

2.4 Guided Waves in Hollow Cylindrical Pipe 

The derivation of wave propagation characteristics in a hollow cylindrical pipe 

was treated by Gazis [34]. The dispersion curves for a hollow isotropic cylinder has 

contributed to the understanding of cylindrical wave propagation. This section closely 

follows his work and presents a detail solution. 

The propagating modes in a cylindrical pipe must satisfy the boundary conditions. 

The solutions to the guided wave problem depend on the continuous lines called 

dispersion curves that must be found iteratively in frequency, wave number, attenuation 

space. The characteristics of waves or mode shapes can be determined from the 

dispersion curves. These mode shapes are used to design efficient nondesttuctive testing 

techniques. 

2.4.1 Frequency Equation 

For an isotropic elastic cylinder (shown in Figure 2.9), extending to infinity in 

both positive and negative z directions the equation of motion 

fN-u + (A + /;)VV • u = p{3-uia-) (2.62) 
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Figure 2.9 Reference coordinates and dimensions of a hollow cylindrical pipe. 
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can be conveniently solved by the Stokes-Helmhlotz decomposition by expressing the 

displacement field in the following form 

u  =  V ^  +  V x H  ( 2 . 6 3 )  

In equation (2.63) and //are scalar and vector Lame potentials, respectively. 

Substituting u into the equation of motion, and using the identities, 

V - V 0  =  V V  ( 2 . 6 4 a )  

V-(V^>) = V(VV) (2.64b) 

V - V x / /  =  0  ( 2 . 6 4 c )  

The equation of motion can be expressed as 

v[(A+2/y) V V - p(a V / 5/')]+V X [//V- /T - p(a' // / ar)] = 0 (2.65) 

Equation (2.65) can be simplified to the following two wave equations 

v,\'(P = d-(/>ld r (2.66) 

v { V - H = d ' H i a -  ( 2 . 6 7 )  

Where vi and vi are longitudinal and shear wave speeds, respectively. 

V,'= ( A  +  2 / / ) / p  ( 2 . 6 8 )  

V j = H l p  ( 2 . 6 9 )  

and X and |a are Lame's constants. 

Solutions of the above equations are given by 
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<j) = f{r)cosn0cos{cot + kz) 

= g^r) sin ndsm{o}t + kz) 

Hg = gg(r)cosn6sin{(Ot + kz) 

H. -  g^(r)sinn6cos(cot + kz) 

substituting the equation for <j> from equation (2.70) into equation (2.66) 

v-V-(j> = d-<j>ld r 

(2.70) 

yields, 

dr' r ar r' vr 
(2.71) 

The series solution of this differential equation is a Bessel function, whose differential 

operator is defined as, 

B„,. = 
d- 1 d 

CX X ^ 

( 2 ^ n 
— - I  

V.v" 

Therefore, 

B„,^[/] = 0 

is a valid solution for the potential function (j) when a' = or I v," - k' 

Substitution of the vector potential H into equation (2.67) 

v{V-H = d'Hia-

produces the following equations. 

dr r dr r  v; 

(2.72) 

(2.73) 

(2.74) 

d'g, \ dg. \ , 2 0)' 
- j 4 ^  +  7 ^  +  — ( - M ' g r + 2 n g a - g , ) - ^  g r +  — g o = 0  
dr r dr r' v. 

(2.75) 
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^-;^+-^ + ̂ {-n-gB+'^rig^-gg)-k-gg +^g, =0 (2.76) 
dr f dr r v; 

Equation (2.74) is uncoupled and has a solution of the form, 

B„.^[g3] = 0 (2.77) 

where 

Addition and subtraction of equations (2.75) and (2.76) results in the following solutions 

of the wave potential functions. 

= 0 (2.78) 

= 0 (2.79) 

Gauge invariance [71] guarantees one set of the potentials gj to be zero. 

Let 2g| =g,-go and 2g, = g, + and setting g, = 0 one obtains 

gr = -So = gi (2-80) 

thus we get three independent potential functions, f(r), gi(r), and g3(r) that satisfy the 

Bessel differential operator. 

Choices of Bessel Functions 

There are several different combinations of Bessel functions that may be used to 

satisfy this differential equation. The pair of Bessel functions of the first kind Jn and the 

second kind ¥„ can satisfy the Bessel differential operator. The modified Bessel 

functions, In and K„, may be used also. The type of the Bessel function to be chosen 

depends on the argument of the Bessei function, ar and Pr. 
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These functions satisfy the wave equations for a non attenuative system where the 

frequency, co, the wave number k, and the bulk wave speeds, vi and vi are all real. 

Therefore, a" =(o^/vi"- k" will be real. It will be positive when the coVvi* is greater than 

the wave number and negative when OJVVI" is less than the wave number. The argument, 

ar, of the Bessel functions will be purely real when the phase velocity is greater than the 

longitudinal bulk wave speed and purely imaginary when the phase velocity is less than 

this speed. It is same for the flmctions which have Pr as their argument, except the 

Table 2.1 Bessel functions used at different phase velocity ranges. 

When > v, When V, > > v. When V, > V, > 

a = y[a' a = 4-a' a = V-a' 

y5 = ^/? 

x , = i  r , = - i  

/ 2  = 1  ^ 2  = - l  

Z„{ar) = J„{ar) Z„(ar) = /„(ar) Zniar) = h{ar) 

W,Xar) = Y„iar) W„{ca-) = KSoo-) W„{a,-) = K„{a>-) 

Z,XP>-)-JAPr) Z„iPr) = [„iPr) 

WSPr) = Y„{pr) W„{Pr) = Y„{Pr) W„(Pr) = KSPr) 

references to the longitudinal bulk velocity are replaced by references to the shear bulk 

velocity. If the Bessel functions take complex arguments, the unmodified Bessel 

functions and Kn, could be used for both the real and imaginary cases. However, it is 

more stable to use Jn and Yn when the arguments are real and use the modified Bessel 
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functions, !„ and Kn, when the arguments are imaginary. It is convenient to introduce the 

Besse! function Zn which can be substituted by Jn and In and the function Wn which 

represents ¥„ and Kn depending on the value of the phase velocity. Table 2.1 shows the 

criteria of these substitutions. 

Then the general solution of Equations (2.70) is given by 

f = AZM/)^BWSa,r) 

2g, = g. + = 2/l,Z,..,(y^r) + 25JK„.,(y^r) 

The Displacement Field 

From equation (2.63) and the vector operations in cylindrical coordinates given in Auld 

[8], 

, (2.82a) 
' dr r dO dz 

+ (2.82b) 
r 36 di dr 

dd) 1 5 . „ . 1 dH^ > . 
u, = -^ + ) —^ (2.82c) 

02 r or r do 

In terms of the potential ftinctions 

=[r+{nl r)g^ +kg^]cosn6cos{cot + kz) (2.83a) 

Ug =[-{nlr)f + kg^ -g^']s\nn6cos{cot + kz) (2.83b) 

I/. =[-^ -g|'-('' + l)(gi / r)]conn6sin{o}l + kz) (2.83c) 
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where primes denote differentiation with respect to r. 

Stress Field 

The strain-displacement relations are 

= du^ / dr 

= (1 / 2)[du^ /dz + du, / dr] 

d 
r— 

8r 

t du^ 

\  r  j  r d O  

(2.84a) 

(2.84b) 

(2.84c) 

and the stress-strain relations are 

CT, , = / I A  +  2 / / £ „  

<^rO=-fi^rO 

(2.85a) 

(2.85b) 

(2.85c) 

In Equation (2.85a), A is the dilatation given by 

A = V-^ = -(a" +k')f cosndcos{cot + kz) (2.86) 

The boundary conditions, for free vibration, are 

CTrr = CTrz = <7rt) = 0 at r = a and r = b, (2.87) 

The stress components of Equations (2.87), in term of the displacement potentials and 

their derivatives, are given by 

= {-Xia- + k-)f + 2/u[f"+-{g^'-~) + kg^]}cosnOcos{Q)t + kz) (2.88a) 
r r 

In 
/•--

V 
-k 

/j + 1 
-(2g3"+y0"g3)?sinn0cos(<y/ + fc) (2.88b) 
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Kilc I 
g, gj >cosn0sin(fijr + fe) (2.88c) 

Substitution of Equations (2.88) into Equation (2.87) yields the characteristic equation, 

formed by the determinant of the coefficients of the amplitudes A, B, Ai, Bi, A3 and B3, 

as follows: 

|cj = 0 (/,/ = l/o6) (2.89) 

where Cij is a function of the pipe dimensions a and b (inner and outer radius of the pipe 

respectively), Lame's constants A and fj., density p, frequency co, and wave number k. 

From Equation (2.89) the phase velocity values can be e.xtracted as a function of the 

frequency times thickness. Group velocity can be calculated from the phase velocity 

curves by • 
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ABSTRACT 

In the chemical and power industries where long pipelines are used, efficient 

inspection of these pipelines for internal damage is a challenging task. It becomes even 

harder if the pipes are coated by insulating materials. Under traditional methods 

insulation coatings are removed at selected places then the pipe wall thickness at these 

spots is measured by ultrasonic transducers. Sudden drop in the pipe wall thickness 

indicates the possibility of corrosion damage. This is a time-consuming and expensive 

operation. The Lamb wave inspection technique, proposed in this paper, is a much more 

efficient technique because by this technique long pipes can be inspected by removing 

insulation at only few places. One can detect anomalies inside the pipe wall at a specific 

depth by correctly selecting a Lamb mode and propagating that mode through the pipe. 

This technique is described in this paper. A new sensor has been designed and fabricated 

for efficiently generating different Lamb modes in the pipe. Sensitivity of the Lamb 

modes to different types of anomalies in the pipe has been investigated. 

Keywords: Ultrasonic Testing, Nondestructive Testing, Piping, Petrochemical 

Equipment Maintenance, Stress Wave, Lamb wave. Pipe Inspection, Guided Wave. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The pipeline is a strategically important technology to any modem nation. It is 

used for transporting water, sewage, natural gas, crude oil, refined petroleum products, 

hazardous chemicals, grain and hundreds of other products. Pipeline assessment is often 

expensive and disruptive. Efficient inspection of pipelines for internal damage is a 

challenging task. It becomes even harder when pipes are coated with insulating 

materials. The Lamb wave inspection technique, proposed in this paper, is a much more 

efficient technique. In this technique the Lamb wave propagates along the length of the 

pipe. This is also known as cylindrical guided waves. For efficient generation of Lamb 

modes in the pipe wall a special sensor has been designed and fabricated. Evolution of 

the sensor design is described first then the experimental results generated by this sensor 

are presented. The new sensor allows easy rotation of the transducers in a conical pool to 

generate different Lamb modes. Experimental results, presented in this paper, show that 

for efficient inspection of a pipe transducers should be placed at an inclined position 

relative to the pipe axis. 

BACKGROUND 

Among different comprehensive testing techniques for pipeline inspection, 

"intelligent pigs" or "smart pigs" emerge as the method of choice for oil and gas 

industries. In this method several sensors are mounted on the pig head. The sman pig 

crawls into the pipeline and looks for pipe wall anomalies by mainly die magnetic flux 

leakage (MFL) technique (Rogers and Goutlet, 1984; Shannon, 1984, 1985; Teitsma 
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et.al., 1984). However, the MFL technique has some shortcomings, it cannot detect 

gradual change of the wall thickness and is not applicable to pipes made of nonferrous 

materials. That is why other techniques, such as ultrasonic (UT and EMAT), eddy-

current, acoustic emission, current density and gaging tools are being tried out for 

inspecting pipelines (Munk and Parry, 1979; Kiefner and Stulen, 1982; Godecke, 1984; 

Sancar and Stulen, 1986; Kiefner et.al., 1986). All these techniques are at different 

stages of their development. The MFL technique has matured enough to be used by most 

gas industries. Although MFL sensors mounted on smart pigs are used by many 

industries at the present, 42% natural gas pipelines, 11% of oil pipelines and all water 

mains in the USA cannot handle pigs due to physical and other limitations (Steinbauer, 

1996). The water industry has been hesitant to try the smart pigs because of its concern 

about their effect on water qualit)' (Schrock, 1996). Other reasons for not using the smart 

pig technology are that the smart pigs are expensive to run (several thousand US Dollars 

per mile) and the results sometimes are not reliable. Under the best circumstances, smart 

pigs only provide data for infrequent periodic integrity assessment (once every two to ten 

years), yet crack and corrosion type anomalies may develop and grow between 

inspections. Furthermore, to use pigs, pipelines must allow free passage and must have 

pig launch and retrieval facilities that are not always available. 

In the absence of any reliable NDT technique, a more expensive hydrostatic retest 

(HRT) is one viable alternative for assessing the pipeline integrity (Bergman, 1974). In 

this method the pipes are subjected to 110% of the maximum allowable operating 

pressure. There are many drawbacks of this technique. First of all it is very expensive, 
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US$2500 to $25000 per mile (Kiefner et.al., 1986). The pipeline must be taken out of 

service, so the operator suffers loss of its use for a period of 2 days to, in some cases, 4 

weeks. Also, in the case of gas pipelines, gas will be wasted as the line is packed with 

water. Flaws too small to cause failure of the pipe will remain and may grow in size with 

time, hydrostatic test leaks may be difficult and expensive to locate, environmental 

problems also exist in handling and disposing of the test water. 

Because of the shortcomings of the current NDT and hydrostatic testing 

techniques it is necessary to develop a technology to assess the integrity of the pipeline in 

non-intrusive manner without disrupting its operation. One way of doing it is by 

launching Lamb waves or cylindrical guided waves in the pipe. Lamb waves can be 

launched in the pipeline by ultrasonic exciters placed either at the outside wall or inside 

wall. Several other investigators (Rose et.al., 1994; Alleyne and Cawley, 1995, Chan and 

Cawley, 1995) have tried to inspect for corrosion, cracks, and other types of anomalies in 

pipes by Lamb waves. In these efforts time histories recorded by the receiver have been 

carefully analyzed for detecting any small signal reflected by the defect. Although this 

has been useful for detecting some anomalies, sometimes such small "anomaly signals" 

may remain undetected. In this paper the anomaly is detected from the change in the V(f) 

curve. V(f) curve is the plot of the variation of the received signal voltage as a function 

of the signal frequency. Ideally, the strike angle and the signal frequency should be 

adjusted to launch die Lamb mode that is most sensitive to the pipe damage and least 

prone to attenuation and can propagate a long distance along the pipeline before losing its 

strength. Lamb wave frequency should be set at such a level that it is not affected by 
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noise generated by the fluid flowing through the pipe so that the pipes can be inspected 

under operating conditions. We have designed and fabricated a new sensor for efficiently 

generating cylindrical Lamb waves in pipes. This new design is described in this paper; 

some experimental results generated by the new sensors are also presented. 

EVOLUTION OF THE SENSOR DESIGN 

Figure I outlines the evolution of the sensor design. Our first attempt was to 

place the transducer and receiver in direct contact with the pipe wall (Figurela). 

However, in this manner one does not have much control over which Lamb mode is 

generated. Kundu and associates (Kundu et.al., 1996; Maslov and Kundu, 1997; Yang 

and Kundu, 1998) selectively generated different Lamb modes in a plate by rotating the 

transducer in the coupling fluid, thus changing the incident angle of the striking beam and 

fine tuning the frequency of excitation. Two small open-ended water containers were 

placed directly over the pipe wall as shown in Figure lb to have similar capability (free 

rotation of transducers) for the pipe inspection. These were fixed to the pipe wall with 

putty to have a watertight contact. The container can be of any shape, as long as it's 

bottom opening is small enough to fit on the pipe wall and top part is large enough to 

accommodate the transducer. It allows the transmitter and the receiver to be easily 

inclined relative to the specimen and thus different Lamb modes can be generated. The 

received signal strength improved significantly with this arrangement. However, the 

received signal was found to be not very consistent. Though this setup was a significant 

improvement over the direct contact arrangement, consistency of the results was of 

concern. The water surface disturbance caused tlie signal to change (which could be 
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observed on the computer screen). This was attributed to the multiple reflections of the 

signal within the water pool as shown in Figure lb. Diverging signals from the transducer 

strike the pipe at various angles, thus different modes can be generated for one incident 

angle of the transducer which is not desirable. It contributes to the inconsistency of the 

experimental results. 

Next, the water container shape was made conical, as shown in Figure Ic. The 

diverging signals from the transducer after being reflected by the container wall could not 

reach the specimen with the conical pool arrangement of Figure Ic. The inconsistency 

problem arising from the diverging beam and the water surface disturbance could be 

avoided by this conical water container design. Ghosh and Kundu (1998), Ghosh et.al. 

(1998) have discussed in detail the advantages of conical water containers for the large 

plate inspection. 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

A laboratory made ultrasonic unit (Kundu et.al., 1996) was used for generating 

the signals. Broad band Panametrics transducers were excited by Matec 310 gated 

amplifier by tone burst signals from the Wavetek flmction generator. The signal after 

being propagated through the pipe wall was received by a Matec receiver and was 

digitized by the GAGE 40 MHz data acquisition board, then the received signal was 

analyzed. The computer program computed the average amplitude of the signal in a 

given time window for different frequencies and then plotted this value against frequency 

to generate the V(f) curves. 
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Specimen 

Anomaly free aluminum, copper and steel pipes of 22.2 mm (0.875 in) outside 

diameter and 20.6 mm inside diameter were first inspected by the transmitter-receiver 

arrangement, shown in Figure Ic. The receiver was placed at a distance of 0.5 m from 

the transmitter. Received signals were first generated with these damage free pipes (no 

defects or anomalies between the transmitter and the receiver). Then these signals were 

again recorded after replacing the anomaly free pipe by four different aluminum pipes 

containing three types of anomalies - removed metal, dent, and gouge as shown in Figure 

2. Most mechanical damage defects are combinations of these primary components 

(Davis and Budenik, 1996). 

- Dent: A localized depression or deformation in the pipe's cylindrical 

geometry resulting from an applied force. A simple dent cold works the area 

and includes residual stresses and strains along with permanent deformation. 

- Gouge: A forceful movement of metal in a local area on the surface of a pipe 

resulting in wall thinning and cold working of the pipe wall. The act of 

gouging will cold work (work harden) the material and make it more 

susceptible to cracking or other deterioration. A simple gouge includes 

removed metal, cold-worked zones, residual stresses, and residual strains but 

no removed metal or denting. 

- Removed Metal: The removal of metal from the pipe surface by an applied 

force. 
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Figure 2 shows the anomaly free pipe (top geometry) and four defective pipes 

containing gouge, dent and removed metal type anomalies. Two different dimensions of 

removed metal type anomaly were fabricated and denoted by the terms 'removed metal 

(less)' and 'removed metal (more)' in Figure 2. 

The gouge anomaly was fabricated by pressing the outer wall of the pipe while 

keeping the inner diameter unchanged by placing a rigid rod inside the pipe. The same 

size outer groove was made in another pipe by machining and removing the metal. 

Although dimensions [depth = 0.56 mm (0.022 in), width = 4.2 mm (0.165 in), see Figure 

2] of the two anomalies [gauge and removed metal (less)] are identical, they are different 

in many respects. The groove in the gouge was formed by removing no metal but 

pressing the pipe wall while the removed metal type defect was fabricated by removing 

metal from the pipe wall by machining. The amount of cold working and residual stress 

is much more in the gouge than the removed metal type anomaly. 

The bottom geometry of Figure 2 shows a dent type anomaly. It is formed by 

pressing the pipe wall at that location. During the formation of this anomaly the inner 

wall was free to move. As a result, both outer and inner diameters of the pipe were 

changed. For this anomaly the wall thickness did not change significantly in the anomaly 

position although the pipe diameter changed. This anomaly has the largest groove size 

[depth = 0.76 mm (0.03 in), width = 4.6 mm (0.181 in)]. The second from the bottom 

geometry shows another removed metal type anomaly with a different groove size [depth 

= 0.62 mm (0.0245 in), width = 4.4 mm (0.173 in)], it is marked as removed metal 

(more). 



EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

We should first obtain the optimum incident angle (6 in Figure Ic) for generating 

strong cylindrical guided waves in the pipe specimens. One can obtain the value of 0 

theoretically or experimentally. To determine 0 experimentally one must record the 

received signal amplitudes for different incident angles of the striking beam and see for 

what inclination angle the received signal is strongest. For the theoretical prediction of 0 

one should first compute the phase velocity dispersion curves for the pipe knowing its 

geometry and material properties. Then evaluate the optimum angle from the Snell's 

law, 0 = sin" 
V. V 

, where Vc is the longitudinal wave speed in the coupling medium 

between the transducer and the pipe, and Vpi, is the phase wave speed in the pipe. In this 

work 0 is obtained experimentally. 

Three pipes made of aluminum, copper and steel are tested with the sensor 

geometry shown in Figure Ic. All pipes have same dimensions [22.2 mm (0.875 in) 

outside diameter, 20.6 mm inside diameter, and 61 cm long]. Figure 3 shows V(f) curves 

of the received signal generated by transducers inclined at four different incident angles 

(0), 0°, 9°, 18° and 21°. The received signal amplitude is plotted (along the vertical axis) 

against the signal frequency (horizontal axis in kHz) to generate the V(f) curve. The 

angle is measured relative to a plane that is perpendicular to the pipe axis. In Figure 3 

one can see that the strength of the received signal strongly depends on the inclination 

angle of the transmitter. The maximum strength of the received signal is obtained for 18° 

angle of incidence. Figures 4 and 5 show the V(f) curves for copper and steel pipes 
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respectively. Although the shapes of the V(f) curves are different for aluminum (Figure 

3) and copper (Figure 4), both produce strongest signal for 18° angle of incidence. 

However, for the steel pipe the strongest signal is generated by the transmitter incident at 

27° angle, see Figure 5. From these experiments one can conclude that for generating 

strong cylindrical guided waves in a pipe the transducer should be inclined at an angle. 

The exact value of this angle depends on the elastic properties of the pipe material. 

How sensitive are these V(f) curves to the mechanical damage in pipes? To 

answer these questions V(f) curves are generated by four more aluminum pipes 

containing different types of mechanical damages - dent, gouge and removed metals, see 

Figure 2. 

V(f) curves generated by the five aluminum pipe specimens of Figure 2 (one is 

anomaly free and the four are defective) are shown in Figure 6. For generating these 

curves the transducers are inclined at 18° relative to the plane that is perpendicular to the 

pipe axis. This inclination is needed to generate strong Lamb modes in the pipe (see 

Figure 3). The transmitter is excited in the tone-burst mode with the signal frequency 

continuously changing from 500 to 1400 kHz. The received signal amplitude is plotted 

(along the vertical axis) against the signal frequency (horizontal axis in kHz) to generate 

the V(f) curve. The curve with the cross markers is generated by the anomaly-free 

specimen. Two peaks, one near 700 kHz and the second one near 900 kHz correspond to 

two Lamb modes. V(f) curves for all defective specimens are smaller than the non-

defective specimen. Percentage change of the peak amplitude due to the presence of the 

anomaly is more (almost 50% reduction) for the lower frequency mode than the higher 
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frequency mode. However, the higher frequency mode is more sensitive to the type of 

anomaly. V(f) cur\'es for the two removed metal type anomalies are shown by solid and 

open square markers. As expected, removal of more metal gives rise to smaller V(f) 

curves (line with open squares). V(f) curve generated by the gouge is shown by open 

circles. It is interesting to note that although gouge and one removed metal type defect 

have same groove dimensions [depth = 0.56 mm (0.022 in), width = 4.19 mm (0.165 in)], 

V(f) curves corresponding to these two anomalies (curves with open square and open 

circle markers, respectively) are quite different. This difference may be caused by the 

residual stresses, strains, and work hardening near the gouge. It shows tliat the Lamb 

wave can detect the residual stresses, strains and work hardening zones as well. Note that 

the V(f) curve for the dent (curve with solid circles) is closer to the defect-free V(f) curve 

in spite of having the largest groove [depth = 0.76 mm (0.03 in), width = 4.6 mm (0.181 

in)]. This is because the dent does not significantly change the pipe wall thickness and it 

causes lesser degree of residual stresses, strains and work hardening as compared to the 

gouge. From these results it is clear that the Lamb wave can detect and distinguish 

between different types of anomalies. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this paper it is experimentally shown that cylindrical guided waves are 

sensitive to pipe anomalies. These anomalies can be located anywhere between the 

transmitter and the receiver. A new sensor, in the shape of a conical coupling fluid 

container, has been designed to efficiently generate guided waves in the pipe. The small 
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pool of the coupling fluid allows free rotation of the transducers. In this manner the 

ultrasonic signal can strike the pipe wall at any desired angle and generate a specific 

Lamb mode in the pipe. The conical surfaces prevent the diverging signals from reaching 

the pipe wall. It is shown that transducers inclined at an angle produce much stronger 

guided waves in the pipe compared to those placed normal to the pipe axis. The correct 

inclination angle and frequency for producing a specific Lamb mode in the pipe can be 

determined experimentally or from the dispersion curves of the pipe. Investigation with 

different types of anomalies shows that this sensor can correctly detect common 

mechanical damages, such as gouge, dent and removed metals, in pipes. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1; Evolution of the sensor design. Direct contact (top), small pool of coupling 

fluid (middle) and conical pool (bottom) arrangements. 

Figure 2: Aluminum pipe specimens - anomaly free (top) and four pipes containing 

gouge, dent and two removed metal type defects. All dimensions are in mm. All pipes 

have same length, outer radius and inner radius. 

Figure 3: Voltage versus frequency or V(f) curve for the aluminum pipe. Frequency in 

kHz along the horizontal a.\is, received voltage amplitude along the vertical a.xis. 

Figure 4: Voltage versus frequency or V(f) curve for the copper pipe. Frequency in kHz 

along the horizontal axis, received voltage amplitude along the vertical axis. 

Figure 5: Voltage versus frequency or V(f) curve for the steel pipe. Frequency in kHz 

along the horizontal axis, received voltage amplitude along the vertical axis. 

Figure 6: V(f) curves for five aluminum pipe specimens for 18° angle of incidence. 

Frequency is plotted along the horizontal axis in kHz. Received voltage amplitude is 

plotted along the vertical axis. 
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Figure 1: Evolution of the sensor design. Direct contact (top), small pool of coupling 

fluid (middle) and conical pool (bottom) arrangements. 
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Figure 2: Aluminum pipe specimens - anomaly free (top) and four pipes containing 

gouge, dent and two removed metal type defects. All dimensions are in mm. All pipes 

have same length, outer radius and inner radius. 
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APPENDIX B 

A New Transducer Holder Mechanism for Pipe Inspection 

The following paper was accepted for publication by "Journal of the Acoustical 

Society of America", 2001. 
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ABSTRACT 

A new transducer holder mechanism has been designed and fabricated for pipe 

inspection by cylindrical guided waves. Commercially available ultrasonic transducers 

have been used to generate compressional ultrasonic waves in the coupling medium. 

Those waves are converted to cylindrical guided waves in the pipe by the new coupling 

mechanism. A number of advanced coupling mechanisms developed recently for large 

plate and pipe inspection require the presence of a coupling fluid between the ultrasonic 

transducer and the pipe or plate specimen. These mechanisms can be used for inspecting 

horizontal pipes and plates. The new coupling mechanism presented in tliis paper uses 

solid material as the coupler and can be used equally well for inspecting horizontal as 

well as inclined or vertical pipes. The new coupling mechanism has been designed to 

generate efficiently different Lamb modes in the pipe. The new design has been used to 

inspect different kinds of anomalies in copper and aluminum pipes. The preliminary 

results show that a number of Lamb modes when generated properly by the new coupling 

mechanism are very sensitive to the pipe defects. These experimental results along with 

the new design of the coupling mechanism are presented in this paper. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Pipeline operators use a variety of methods to check pipes periodically. All these 

methods use a "smart pig," a robotic device that crawls through the pipe carrying sensors. 

Smart pigs are expensive to run (several thousand US Dollars per mile [I]) and the results 

sometimes are not reliable. Furthermore, to use pigs, pipelines must allow free passage 

and must have pig launch and retrieval facilities that are not always available. Smart pig 

technique also does not work for small diameter pipes. 

Corrosion and pitting damages in small diameter pipes are detected by flash 

radiography and eddy current technique by measuring the wall thickness loss. However, 

many pipes in industries are insulated, the conventional NDT (nondestructive testing) 

techniques are expensive for the insulation removal requirement. 

Because of the limitations of the current "smart pig" technique and the radiography 

and eddy current techniques for inspecting insulated pipes it is necessary to develop a 

technology to assess the integrity of the pipeline in non-intrusive manner without 

removing insulation or disrupting its normal operation. One way of doing it is by 

launching Lamb waves or cylindrical guided waves in the pipe. Lamb waves can be 

launched in the pipeline by ultrasonic exciters placed either on the outer wall or inner 

wall (for large diameter pipes). Several investigators [2-8] have used Lamb waves for 

inspecting corrosion, cracks, and other types of material defects in pipes. In these efforts 

time histories recorded by the receiver have been carefully analyzed for detecting any 

small signal reflected by the defect. Some investigators used single symmetric modes [4-

5] while others used anti-symmetric multi-modes [6-8] for pipe inspection. Most of these 
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efforts have been found to be very useful for detecting defects in pipes. However, often 

small "defect signals" may remain undetected by some Lamb modes [8]. 

In this paper we developed an alternative technique. We try to defect detects from the 

change in the shape and amplitude of the V(f) curve. The V(0 curve is the plot of the 

variation of the received signal voltage with signal frequency. Ideally, the strike angle 

and the signal frequency should be adjusted to launch the Lamb mode that is most 

sensitive to the pipe damage and least prone to attenuation and can propagate a long 

distance along the pipeline before losing its strength. The Lamb wave frequency should 

be set such that it is not affected by the noise generated by the fluid flowing through the 

pipe so that the pipes can be inspected under its normal operating conditions. We have 

designed and fabricated a number of new coupling mechanisms for efficiently generating 

different cylindrical Lamb modes in pipes. These new designs are described in this paper 

and some experimental results generated by the new coupling mechanism are presented. 

The new design uses commercially available conventional ultrasonic transducers and 

does not require any special transducer like the "comb transducer" [8] for generating 

multiple Lamb modes in a pipe. 

EVOLUTION OF THE COUPLING MECHANISM DESIGN 

Kundu and associates [9-11] among others used Lamb waves for detecting internal 

defects in small composite plate specimens. Different Lamb modes in the plate were 

generated by rotating the transducer in the coupling fluid, thus changing the incident 

angle of the striking beam, and fine-tuning the frequency of excitation. Ghosh and 

Kundu [12] then extended this technique and developed a conical container of the 
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coupling fluid for inspecting large plates. Ghosh and Kundu's design is found to be very 

effective for detecting defects in large plates [13], Guo and Kundu [14] followed similar 

steps and designed conical containers for coupling fluids for the horizontal pipe 

inspection. In the present paper Guo and Kundu's design has been modified and the 

coupling fluid has been replaced by a coupling solid for inspecting pipes oriented at any 

inclination (0° to 90°). This solid coupler can efficiently generate axisymmetric and non-

axisymmetric Lamb modes in a pipe. The new coupler can accommodate multiple 

transmitters as opposed to the single transmitter excitation in the previous design [14], 

The advantage of using multiple transducers will be discussed later under the 

Experimental Results section. 

Figure I outlines the evolution of the coupler design for pipe inspection. Our first 

attempt was to place the transducer and receiver in direct contact with the pipe wall 

(Figurela). However, in this manner one does not have much control over which Lamb 

mode is generated. Then two small open-ended water containers were placed directly 

over the pipe wall as shown in Figure lb and the transducers were placed in those 

containers immersed in the coupling fluid. Thus the transducers could freely rotate and 

the incident beam could strike the pipe wall at any desired angle. The containers were 

placed on the pipe wall with putty to have a watertight contact. The container can be of 

any shape, as long as its bottom opening is small enough to fit on the pipe wall and top 

part is large enough to accommodate the transducer. The received signal strength 

improved significantly with this arrangement. However, consistency of the received 

signal was not very satisfactory. The water surface disturbance caused the signal to 
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change (which could be observed on the computer or oscilloscope screen). This was 

attributed to the multiple reflections of the signal within the water pool as shown in 

Figure lb. Diverging signals from the transducer strike the pipe at various angles (see 

Figure lb) generating different Lamb modes in the pipe; this is not desirable. It 

contributes to the inconsistency in the experimental results. 

Next, the water container shape was made conical, as shown in Figure Ic [14]. The 

diverging signals from the transducer after being reflected by the container wall could not 

reach the specimen with the conical pool arrangement of Figure Ic. The inconsistency 

problem arising from the diverging beam and the water surface disturbance could be 

avoided by this conical water container design. Ghosh and Kundu [12] have discussed in 

detail the advantages of conical water containers for large plate inspections. 

Although these conical water containers gave significant improvement in comparison 

to the direct contact type arrangement the main constraint of this arrangements is that the 

pipe must be kept horizontal [14]. Secondly, to inspect another segment of the pipe the 

water containers must be removed from its previous position and placed very carefully 

(should be made watertight with putty) in the new position. Use of putty at the water 

container-pipe wall junction to make it watertight is time consuming. Maximum 

inclination angle of the transducer was limited by the angle of the conical container. 

To avoid these shortcomings associated with the conical containers a new transducer 

mounting geometry is envisioned. It has annular shape with cylindrical and conical inner 

walls and spherical outer wall as shown in Figure Id. The pipe tightly fits inside the 

cylindrical inner hole of the annular shape. The transducers are mounted on the spherical 
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outer surface. One or more transducers can be placed on the spherical surface. 

Photograph of this coupler is also shown in Figure 1. With this coupler the pipe can be 

excited by multiple transducers, vibrating in same phase. Striking angle can be changed 

simply by sliding the transducers on the spherical outer surface. Inner conical surface 

reflects away the diverging beams (FigureId) and those cannot strike the pipe specimen. 

SPECIMENS 

Pipes made of aluminum and copper with different types of anomaly or fabricated 

defect, have been inspected. Specimens include a copper pipe with (and without) an 

outer coating over a small region and a number of aluminum pipes with notches or 

grooves and milled slots cut on its outer and inner surfaces. 

First a copper pipe (Figure 2a) of 22.23 mm (0.875 inch) outer diameter and 20.6 mm 

inner diameter was inspected using the coupler geometry, shown in Figures Id. The 

receiver was placed at a distance of 2 m from the transmitter. Received signals were first 

generated for a free pipe. Then these signals were again recorded after a silver tape was 

wrapped around a small region of the pipe between the transmitter and the receiver. The 

tape simulates a coating on the outer wall of the pipe. The tape width is 50.8 mm and the 

outer diameter of the tape wrapped region is 23.4 mm. 

A second set of pipe specimens made of aluminum was fabricated to study the 

sensitivity of Lamb modes to notches and slots. Notches and slots in pipes represent 

corrosion and pitting defects, respectively. Figure 2b shows an aluminum-pipe (600 mm 

long, 22.23 mm outer diameter and 1.59 mm wall thickness) with a notch (5 mm wide 

and 0.7 mm deep) on the outer surface. Figure 2c shows a second aluminum specimen 
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with a notch of same dimension as in Figure 2b, but cut on the inner surface of the 

aluminum pipe. Since it is difficult to machine the notch on the inner surface, the notch 

is placed only 100 mm from one end of the pipe. Figure 2d shows a third aluminum 

specimen with a milled slot (5 mm wide and 0.7 mm deep) cut on the outer surface over 

only 10% of the circumference. 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

Schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 3. A personal computer 

based data acquisition software controls a model 395 Wavetech waveform generator, 

which sends out tone-burst signals in the sweeping frequency mode, continuously varying 

from a lowest frequency to the highest frequency. The signal from this generator is 

amplified by a model 310 Matec broadband gated amplifier and then used to excite die 

transmitting transducers, mounted on the new coupling geometry. The receiving 

transducer is located at a distance (2 m for the copper pipe and 0.5 m for the aluminum 

pipe) from the transmitter and in direct contact with the pipe wall. The received signal is 

amplified by a Tektronix TM 506 amplifier and is routed back to the computer through 

an interface. A Gage 40 MHz data acquisition AID card converts the analog signal into 

digital signal. A software then processes the signals and produces the received voltage 

versus signal frequency or the V(f) curve that can be displayed on the computer screen or 

can be stored in a file for future analysis. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

One should first obtain the optimum incident angle (0) for generating strong 

cylindrical guided waves in a pipe. One can obtain 0 theoretically or experimentally. To 
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determine 0 experimentally one must record the received signal amplitudes for different 

incident angles of the striking beam and see for what inclination the received signal is 

strongest. 

On the other hand to predict 0 theoretically one should compute the phase velocity 

dispersion curves for the pipe knowing its geometry and material properties. Then 

evaluate the optimum angle from the Snell's law, 

^ = sin' 

f ^ 
v.. 

( 1 )  
V . 

where is the longitudinal wave speed in the coupling medium between the transducer 

and the pipe (for Plexiglas v,. = 2.77 km/s), and Vpi, is the phase velocity of the cylindrical 

guided wave in the pipe. Here 0 is obtained experimentally. 

Before inspecting the specimens shown in Figure 2, it is first investigated how the 

number of transmitters and their inclination angles affect the received signal strength. To 

this aim V(f) curves for a copper pipe in absence of any anomaly are generated using 

different numbers (one to four) of transmitters for four different incident angles, 0°, 8°, 

16° and 24°. The angle is measured relative to a plane normal to the pipe axis. When 

multiple transducers are used then those are placed at uniform spacing around the 

periphery of the pipe. In other words, when two transducers are used those are placed at 

180° apart, three transducers are placed at 120° apart and four transducers are placed at 

90° apart. Results are shown in Figure 4. From Figure 4 one can see that the strength of 

the received signal increases significantly as the number of transmitters increases. 

Hence, multiple transducer excitation is preferable than single transducer excitation. 
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A comparison of the strengths of the strongest modes generated by four transducers 

inclined at 0°, 8°, 16° and 24° shows that for the copper pipe the strongest signal is 

obtained when the transducers are inclined at 24°. In Figure 4 one can see that the 

strongest peak values are approximately 650, 1600, 1950 and 2250 for 0°, 8°, 16° and 24° 

angles of inclination. From this exercise we conclude that for generating strong 

cylindrical guided waves in a pipe that is capable of propagating a long distance along the 

pipe one must use multiple transducers inclined at an optimum angle. However, to 

generate non-axisymmetric Lamb modes in the pipe smaller number (one or two) of 

transmitters is recommended. A larger number (four or more) of transducers uniformly 

placed around the pipe and excited in same phase will generate strong axisymmetric 

modes and weak non-axisymmetric modes. 

To investigate if these strong Lamb modes are sensitive to pipe anomalies such as 

coatings V(f) curves have been generated for a copper pipe in absence of any coating and 

when a small part of the pipe is wrapped by a silver tape (Figure 2a). Four transmitters 

are used and the inclination angle is varied from 0° to 24°. The experimental results are 

shown in Figure 5. One can see from this figure that for all four incident angles the peak 

values are significantly reduced in presence of the tape. 

After the initial success of our effort to generate strong Lamb modes in a pipe that are 

sensitive to pipe anomalies, a careful investigation is carried out on the defect detection 

by Lamb modes in aluminum pipes. It is investigated which Lamb mode and what 

frequency-incident angle combination should be selected for detecting a specific defect in 

the pipe. To this aim aluminum pipes with milled slots and notches cut on the outer and 
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inner surfaces are inspected. Specimen geometries for this investigation are shown in 

Figures 2 (b), (c) and (d). 

Experiments were carried out after positioning the transmitting transducer at two 

different angles, 23° and 31°, for which strong Lamb modes could be generated in the 

aluminum pipe. The angle was measured from the line perpendicular to the pipe axis. 

For this experiment one transmitter was used so that both axisymmetric and non-

axisymmetric (or flexural) modes could be generated. 

The phase velocity dispersion curves are shown in Figure 6. These were 

generated by taking the longitudinal and shear wave speeds in aluminum equal to 5.62 

km/s and 3.34 km/s, respectively. The voltage amplitude versus frequency or V(f) curves 

(Figures 7-9) were obtained by continuously changing the frequency of 15 cycles of the 

tone burst signal and synchronous detection of the amplitude value of the received signal. 

The peaks in the V(f) curves correspond to Lamb modes. For Figure 7 the incident angle 

is 31° and from Snell's law (Eq.l) one can see that 31° corresponds to a phase velocity of 

5.38 km/s. The peak positions and phase velocity for Figure 7 are shown on the 

dispersion curve plot (Figure 6) by solid circles. 

Figures 7 to 9 show V(f) curves generated in four aluminum pipe specimens. 

Geometry of three specimens are shown in Figures 2(b), (c) and (d); the fourth specimen 

is a defect free aluminum pipe having same outer diameter and wall thickness as other 

three specimens. The notch is used to simulate the corrosion and the milled slot 

simulates the pitting. 
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The V(f) cur\'es for defect-free and defective specimens with outer surface notch 

and inner surface notch are shown in Figures 7 and 8. Figure 7 is generated for 31° 

incident angle. This figure shows that lower frequency modes are very sensitive to both 

outer surface and inner surface notches. The amplitude change of these modes due to the 

presence of the inner surface notch is even larger. However, in Figure 8 (transmitter 

inclination angle is 23°, corresponding phase velocity from Snell's law is 7.09 km/s) 

Lamb modes (peaks) show little sensitivity to the presence of pipe notches although the 

signal frequency range (500 to 1400 kHz) is same for Figures 7 and 8. 

When guided waves travel through a defect, mode conversion often occurs. In 

Figure 7 one can see that the first peak that corresponds to the L(0,2) mode almost 

disappears in presence of the defect. 

The peak positions and corresponding phase velocity (7.09 km/s) for Figure 8 are 

shown by solid squares in Figure 6. One can see in Figure 6 that these peaks correspond 

to higher order flexural modes. 

The general conclusion of Figures 7 and 8 is that the striking angle that generates 

Lamb modes near the high frequency asymptote of the phase velocity dispersion curves is 

more effective to defects than the angle that generates Lamb modes away from the high 

frequency asymptote. Ghosh et.al [13] observed similar phenomenon for plates. 

The ability of selected guided wave modes to detect the milled slot (Figure 2d, 

over 10% of the circumference) that simulates the pitting defect is shown in Figure 9. 

Here the transmitter is inclined at 31°. The experiments were carried out by positioning 

the milled slot first at the top and then, rotating the pipe 180° so that the slot is positioned 
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at the bottom of the pipe. In the first setup the transmitting transducer, the receiving 

transducer and the milled slot are placed on the top of the pipe. Second setup keeps the 

transducers at the same positions but the slot is placed at the bottom by rotating the pipe. 

One can see that the guided waves have good sensitivity to the defects even when the 

defect was not aligned with the transducers. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this paper it is experimentally shown that cylindrical guided wave modes that are 

sensitive to pipe defects can be launched in a pipe by a new coupling mechanism. The 

new design for the coupler proposed here uses commercial ultrasonic transducers and can 

inspect a pipe inclined at any angle. It has a spherical outer surface, a cylindrical inner 

surface and two conical surfaces. The transducers are mounted on the spherical outer 

surface and the pipe is press fitted against the cylindrical inner surface. The ultrasonic 

energy is transmitted into the pipe through the cylindrical inner surface. Spherical outer 

surface allows transducers to be inclined relative to the pipe at any desired angles. The 

conical surfaces prevent the diverging signals from reaching the pipe wall. It is shown 

that transducers inclined at an angle produce much stronger guided waves in the pipe 

compared to those placed normal to the pipe wall. The correct inclination angle and 

frequency for producing a strong Lamb mode in the pipe can be determined 

experimentally or theoretically from the dispersion curves of the pipe. This investigation 

shows that the Lamb modes near the high frequency asymptote of the dispersion curves 

generated by the transmitter inclined at a relatively larger angle are more sensitive to 
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defects in comparison to tiie flexural modes of higher phase velocity generated by the 

transmitter inclined at a relatively lower angle. 

This new coupling mechanism appears to have an excellent potential for pipe 

inspection by Lamb waves using commercial transducers. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig.l: Evolution of the coupler design, (a) Direct contact, (b) small pool of coupling 
fluid, (c) conical pool and (d) annular plexiglas holder. 
Image: Photograph of the coupler shown in (d). 

Fig.2: (a) Geometry of the copper pipe, shown with the taped region and 
transmitter/receiver arrangement. All dimensions are in mm. (b), (c) and (d) aluminum 
pipes (outer dia. = 22.23 mm, wall thickness = 1.59 mm) with circular notches (100% 

circumference) and milled slot (10% circumference). 

Fig. 3: Schematic of the experimental setup. 

Fig.4: Four curves in each graph show V(f) curves generated by 1, 2, 3 and 4 transducers 
inclined at 0° (top), 8" (second from top), 16° (third from top) and 24''(bottom) angles for 

a copper pipe (abscissa is in kHz). 

Fig.5: Two curves in each graph show V(f) curves generated by copper pipes with (line 
with circles) and without (continuous line without circles) the tape (Fig.2a); transducers 
are inclined at 0° (top), 8°, 16°, and 24°(bottom), abscissa is in kHz. 

Fig.6: Phase velocity dispersion curves for aluminum pipe - 22.23 mm outer diameter 
and 1.59 mm wall thickness. Solid square and diamond symbols show the frequency -
phase velocity combinations where peaks in the experimental V(f) curves, shown in 

Figures 8 and 7, are obtained. 

Fig.7: V(f) curves for defect-free and defective specimens, (a) with outer notch (b) with 
inner notch, for 31° incident angle. 

Fig.8: V(f) curves for defect-free and defective specimens (with outer and inner notches) 

for 23° incident angle. 

Fig.9; V(t) curves for defect-free and defective (milled slot defects in two different 

positions) specimens for 31° incident angle. 
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Fig.l: Evolution of tlie coupler design, (a) Direct contact, (b) small pool of coupling 
fluid, (c) conical pool and (d) annular plexiglas holder. 



Image: Photograph of the coupler shown in (d). 
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Fig.2; (a) Geometry of the copper pipe, shown with the taped region and 
transmitter/receiver arrangement. All dimensions are in mm. (b), (c) and (d) aluminum 
pipes (outer dia. = 22.23 mm, wall thickness = 1.59 mm) with circular notches (100% 
circumference) and milled slot (10% circumference). 
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Fig. 3: Schematic of the experimental setup 
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Fig.5: Two curves in each graph show V(f) curves generated by copper pipes with (line 
with circles) and without (continuous line without circles) the tape (Fig.2a); transducers 
are inclined at 0° (top), 8°, 16°, and 24°(bottom), abscissa is in kHz. 
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Fig.6: Phase velocity dispersion curves for aluminum pipe - 22.23 mm outer diameter 
and 1.59 mm wall thickness. Solid square and diamond symbols show the frequency -
phase velocity combinations where peaks in the experimental V(f) curves, shown in 
Figures 8 and 7, are obtained. 
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inner notch, for 31° incident angle. 
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Fig. 8: V(f) curves for defect-free and defective specimens (with outer and itmer notches) 
for 23° incident angle. 
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Fig.9: V(f) curves for defect-free and defective (milled slot defects in two different 
positions) specimens for 31° incident angle. 


